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USG moves to censure Bragg
By Jason Malone
THE BG NEWS

The main topic at last night's
Undergraduate
Student
Government meeting was the
discussion of a resolution to censure President Ion Bragg.
The resolution, authored by
Sana Shaikh, chief administrator
of procedures and appeals,
called for the censure of Bragg
due to a violation of USG bylaws.
According to Article V, Section
G, Sub-section 3 of the USG

bylaws, "The Senate must authorize all expenditures greater than
$200." Bragg was called into
question for an expenditure of
$1,704. The money spent was for
surveys, which were later handed
out to students.
The resolution also called for
Bragg to reimburse the USG "no
more than 15 percent of the
aforementioned money spent."
"Jon spent money when he
was not authorized to do so,"
Shaikh said. "He did have good

intentions, but intentions don't
make up for actions."
During the 15-minute discussion of the resolution, Bragg left
the USG meeting The discussion
was closed, and the resolution
was sent to the Internal Affairs
committee.
After the discussion had concluded, Bragg spoke in detail
about the situation. "We had an
overabundance of paper," Bragg
said. "I was looking for a way to
get rid of the extra paper.

"I had come up with the idea
for the surveys. Students would
be asked their opinions of the
campus, and ideas on how to
make it better," Bragg added." We
would then publish the results
and send them to places around
campus.
"We arc charged for our use of
the copy machine. I had asked
certain administrators about the
surveys. They told me it would be
cheaper to go through a printing
service.

"When I got the bill in
December, it was larger than I
had expected. Due to certain
things going on, I presented the
bill to USG about a month ago.
"Throughout my time as president, I have always had the students best interests at heart. I
made these surveys for the students. If I hurt them in any way,
I'm sorry. I don't believe that I did
USG, PAGE 3

USG elections
held this week
USG elections will be held
in three different areas
through Thursday. On the
Education Building steps and
in the Union lobby from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and in the
Math Science Building from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

"More women
graduated with
Ph.D.'s last year
than men. So the
candidates for the
job are there."
DIANE REGAN, DIRECTOR OF
FACULTY
SERVICES

Women
gaining
in tenure
positions
By Chuck Soder
THE BG NEWS

THREAT: After a 20-mile chase, an AmeriGas propane truck was stopped after police flattened the tires of the truck in Chattanooga, Tenn. Sunday.

Kentucky truck driver
threatens President's life
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — A
man driving a truck loaded with
propane threatened President
Bush with a 3,000-pound bomb
and led the Secret Service and five
other law enforcement agencies
on a 20-mile highway chase,
authorities said.
Monty Branch, 29, of Frankfort,
Ky.. was arrested Sunday after
police punctured the truck's tires
with spike strips on Interstate 75
near suburban East Brainerd.

Investigators found no bombs
on the truck but "we're inferring
'bomb' to mean the truck he
had," said Beth Tucker Womack,
spokeswoman for the state
Department of Safety.
Branch was charged with
felony evading arrest, reckless
endangerment and possession of
marijuana in a commercial vehicle, Womack said.
The supervisor of the Secret
Service's Chattanooga office, Tim
Gobble, wouldn't comment.

Branch made the threat
Sunday in a call to a Bradley
County dispatcher, Womack said.
"He said that he had a 3,000pound bomb." said Womack. "He
said that he had a problem, and
the president had a problem."
Branch continued to threaten
the president after his arrest,
telling a police officer "he was
going to blow the president up as
part of expressing his freedom of
religion, or statements to that
effect," Chattanooga police

ORGANIZATION NEWS I HONORS STUDENt ASSOCIATION

Group attempts changes
By Kara Hi*
THE BG NEWS

Members and students with
an interest in the Honors Student
Association (HSA) expressed
concerns about the current status of the organization and
offered ideas for ways to improve
at an HSA meeting last night.
"This organization is tired; this
organization needs to die," said
Susan Darrow, associate director
of the Honors Program. "A new
one needs to rise from the students, especially those present at
this meeting."
HSA, which was founded in

1982, once boasted over 500
members and presented a lot of
quality events which received
high attendance. However, numbers have dwindled in recent
years.
"We don't want to repeat mistakes we've made in the past,"
Darrow said.
Though HSA will attempt to
redefine its goals and re-establish its role and presence on
campus, the name will remain.
"We currently have taxexempt status from the IRS,"
Darrow said. "In order to change
that it would be very expensive

and it would take a long time."
"We think that HSA is (currendy) a social organization,"
said Torrance Powell, Honors
Program assistant and HSA
adviser for the 2002-2003 school
year. "While this is good, there
are a lot of these organizations
on campus, and there arent as
many intellectually focused."
Students discussed a new mission statement, smaller core
council, the promotion and
quality of events and the election
process of future leaders of the

spokesman Ed Buice said.
The truck belonged to
AmeriGas, where Branch worked
as a delivery man.
Police described the truck as
stolen and AmeriGas, based in
King of Prussia, Pa., planned to
seek theft charges, Chattanooga
police spokesman C.W loel told
the Chattanooga Times Free
Press. Company officials did not
immediately
return
calls
yesterday.

Monty Branch

Most tenured professors are
men, locally and nationally. But
female faculty at the University
might onlyviieed a few years to
catch up.
In 1999, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology did a
study which found that 70 percent of tenured professors
nationwide at the time were
men, according to an article in
the Dallas Morning News.
Once given tenure, professi irs
stand little chance of losing
their job until they retire. The
promotion is available only to
those who have shown their
value to an institution after
years of teaching and research.
At the University, 380 of the
568 tenured professors are men.
which amounts to (17 percent,
falling only three points below
the national average.
But there's good news for the
University's female faculty if statistics from the Institutional
Studies Department are any
indication.
Though tenured men gready
outnumber their female counterparts at the University, this
year women account for 49 percent of tenure-track faculty —
those working toward tenure. In
TENURE, PAGE 3

Magistrate says agreement
nearly reached by negotiators
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RACIAL PROFILING
CASE
WHERE: Cincinnati
WHO: Black activists and
the American Civil Liberties
Union filed the suit.
WHAT: The lawsuit was filed
in March 2001, accusing
the Cincinnati police of
harassing black people.
OUTCOME: No outcome has
yet been reached. Parties
will continue negotiation
until agreement is reached.

CINCINNATI — lawyers met
with a federal magistrate yesterday to try to complete an agreement that would settle a lawsuit
accusing Cincinnati police of
harassing black people.
Black activists and the
American Civil Liberties Union
filed the lawsuit last year, lawyers
for those groups are negotiating
with lawyers for the city and the
Fraternal Order of Police, which
represents Cincinnati police officers.
U.S. District ludge Susan Dion
said she wants a signed settle-

HSA, PAGE 3
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ment by Friday or the case will go
to trial later on. Dlott has said the
success of the court-supervised
negotiations is an important part
of improving race relations in
Cincinnati, where a police officer's fatal shooting of a black man
a year ago prompted rioting.
U.S. Magistrate Michael R.
Merz of Dayton, who is guiding
the negotiations, said the participants would continue working
yesterday until they are finished.
Any agreement reached on yesterday must be approved by the
PROFILING. PAGE 3
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© DO @ THE U!

IT'S

Shop for books, BG gear, music, supplies and
much more at the brand new bookstore
inside the Union.
Chow down in the Union and the new Food

[win B!G@the Uf]

Court featuring: ZZAS Pizza & Pasta, Sara Lee
Sandwich Shoppe, Orville & Wilbur's Tyson
Wings Just Right, Ama Grande Casa Ortega,
The Breakfast Bar, Fusions Asian Grill,
Traditions - Homestyle Cooking, The Steak

■ Win a TV & DVD player, a mountain bike or other

Escape, Freshens Frozen Treats, The Bowling
Greenery, the Black Swamp Pub and the

fabulous prizes in the BIG @-Do Raffle. ■ Tickets are

Carnation Cafe & Bakery.Wendy's now open!
Copy and mail to your heart's content at

free and available throughout the Union. Anyone can

Stampers.
Peruse the Art Gallery. Purchase a piece by a

enter and win BIG. "The drawing will be held (§)noon

student artist
Click and type your way to an "A" in our

on Monday, April 8.

brand new computer lab.
Put your feet up in one of our relaxing lounges.

BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT
FOR MORE INFO CALL 419-372-2741.
SPONSORED BY THE UNION. PRIZES DONATED BY PEPSI.

UNION

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Women faculty now 49 percent of Negotiations make
tenure-track, 40 percent of full time progress in Cincy
PROFILING, FROM PAGEl
TENURE. FROM PAGE 1

addition, women have closed
the tenure gap by 5 percent since
the fall of 1997.
More increases should be on
the way. Over the next few years,
many of 106 women making up
that 49 percent will apply for the
promotion, according to Diane
Regan, director of faculty immigration services on campus.
The road to tenure is long, and
women are still trying to reach its
end, Regan said. "It usually takes
about six years of experience in
higher education to earn
tenure." When they get there, the
gender gap could be much
smaller.
A better-educated female
population could be one factor

causing the increase in women
on the path to promotion.
"More women graduated with
Ph.D.'s last year than men,"
Regan said. "So the candidates
for the job are there."
It is also possible that old hiring habits of a male-dominated
faculty are on the way out, she
added. "(When in power), you
tend to try to replace yourself
with people like you."
An attitude change could be at
work, Regan continued, "I think
people are now much more sensitive to having the workplace
reflect the population at large."
Regan, who also is an
Affirmative Action officer, investigates complaints of inequity in
hiring and admissions at the
University. Her department and

USGhead
protests
possible
^censure

other groups striving for equality
might be helping women's
chances at promotion, she said.
"I'd like to think (the increase) is
because the University's efforts
toward equity ... are having an
effect"
There are also more women
faculty at the University than
before, which means more
women are around to go for
tenure. In 1997, the 228 female
faculty members at the
University accounted for only
1/3 of its full timers. Now, they
number 334 — over 40 percent.
Gender equality in the tenure
process is no small goal because
achieving tenure is no small promotion.
"lob security is its biggest
perk," Regan said. "Tenure is the

University's way of saying, 'We
are investing in you for the rest of
your career.' Unless they do
something horrible, they can
anticipate a contract till they
retire."
There's more freedom for
research, too.
Tenured professors have more
chance to follow their own projects, she said. "It lets professors
do research that's important but
maybe not as popular."
Though tenure itself doesn't
include a salary increase, tenuretrack professors, through their
teaching, research and service,
usually move from assistant to
associate professor around
tenure time, Regan said. And that
means about $3,500 more a year.

HSA aims at fewer programs
HSA. FROM PAGE 1

•

organization.
A new mission statement for
HSA would be in alignment
with that of the Honors
Program and promote intellectual curiosity, intellectual
sophistication, open-mindedness and creativity.
"It's not what we (faculty)
want, it's what you (students)
want," I lainiwsaid. "HSA needs
to meet the needs of the students."

USG, FROM PAGE I

anything wrong
"When you work really hard
at something like this, it hurts to
be treated in this way," Bragg
said in response to the proposed censure.

In attempting to refine a mission statement, students
expressed concerns that the
image of HSA has been tainted
by recent activities that were
unappealing to many and left
those who came disappointed.
One idea offered includes
limiting the number of HSA
events and ensuring that those
sponsored are intriguing and
could possibly be followed by a
discussion group for interested
students.

"There are so many HSA
activities, that maybe if we narrowed it down to one central
event for every couple of
months, this would draw more
people," said Elaine Korenich,
HSA Counci] member. "If we
have less events we could focus
more on those, and I feel that
this would be more effective."
Another meeting discussing
the future of HSA will be held
next week. No time or location
had been decided at press time.

reel Hie Need to Advertise?
What ever your needs, the
BG News Classified page is
the answer!

Approximately 40,000 parking tickets are
given out each year on campus. Of these,
how many are overtime parking tickets?

*rM

ACLU, black activists, FOP representatives and the Cincinnati
City Council before it can be
submitted to the judge.
The
negotiators
made
progress on Saturday by agreeing that Justice Department recommendations for improving
police procedures could be
incorporated into the lawsuit
settlement,
said
Scott
Greenwood, a lawyer for the
ACLU. That would make it easier
for the city by making the
requirements
uniform,
Greenwood said.
The negotiators took Sunday
off before returning yesterday.
Representatives of the Justice
Department joined the settlement talks last week.
Greenwood and other negotiators wont provide details of
the discussions.
The lawsuit was filed March
14, 2001, about three weeks
before the fatal shooting of an
unarmed black man who was
fleeing police on misdemeanor
charges. The shooting of
Timothy Thomas, 19, by police
officer Stephen Roach on April 7

sparked the worst racial unrest
in Cincinnati since the 1960s.
Roach was acquitted in
September of misdemeanor
charges of negligent homicide
and obstructing official business
in the death of Thomas, the 15th
black male to die in a confrontation with police since 1995.
The plaintiffs offered the
mediation as an option to settle
the lawsuit, and city officials
accepted. As part of mediation, a
mediation organization known
as the Aria Group interviewed
hundreds of residents to gather
opinions on improving policecommunity relations.
The plaintiffs want Dlott to
rule that the alleged harassment
by police violated the rights of
black people and to issue a court
order permanently prohibiting
so-called "racial profiling."
The (ustice Department — at
Mayor Charlie Luken's request
— has been investigating the
police department's procedures.
The government has recommended numerous changes,
including policies governing
how officers use force and
chemical irritants and how they
handle citizen complaints.

Call 372-6977
Place \ on \.l Today]
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The World Student Association is sponsoring a variety of events
leading up to the Annual International Dinner, April 7th at
5:30pm in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Grand
Ballroom. The following is a line up of the events for
International week. Everyone is encouraged to come and
participate in all the eventsll!
Monday:
'Tampopo'. a Japanese film at 7pm, Gish theater
Tuesday:
German club party at 8pm, room 101 Shatzel Hall.
Promises to be an evening of fun with free food and drinks
provided.
Wednesday:
Eat DfinK Man Woman", a Chinese/Taiwanese film at 7pm,
Gish Theater.

f
->.,..

J

'Cup of Culture' event sponsored by the World Student
Association.
Come and learn about the countries of HAITI and GHANA
9:15pm, Mac Hall Countryside Room.

WJ&UBKOSBBU&QEKK
•

DANE COOK

Thursday:
"French house party": Come try our Crlpes at 4pm, The French
House on sorority row.

.lltU0ESH0W

•Kulhe Wampe" a German film at 7:30pm, 206 Union theater
"Lederoen Beroemd" (Everybody's famous) a Dutch film at
7:30pm, Gish Theater
TICKET SALES A EVENT

HELD IN

Friday:
"The Scent of the Green Papaya" a Vietnamese film at 4:00pm,
Gish Theater

,.

oT
1XNHAKT

"Cup of culture": Come and learn about China, presented by the
Chinese Student Scholar Association" at 5:30pm, Union room
316. FREE PIZZA!!

GRAND BALLROOM

SKRS '-*

•

'ffllMgm

If you have questions or want more information, please contact:
Jessie atjessiea@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 372-2249
Karine at henaulk@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 372-9105

H

For Vole Into Call

UAO@ 372-2486

EADLINEfi-

DAVE CHAPPELLE
v

"Half-Baked"

ROBIN HOO;

HTS"
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QUOTEIXQiaiT.
"We look at this as something to heighten
the hearts of Enron employees who are
losing their jobs."
Playboy spokeswoman Elizabeth Norris,on the upcoming
"\\fomen of Enron" issue

U-WIRE EDITORIAL I INDIANA IMIiDIK - IXDIA.V.U'OIJS

OPINION

China's war on terror is terror
China has claimed that it
wants to crack down on terror- .
ists. Unfortunately it is using terror as its means, thereby bypassing its intended end. Reports
indicate that Chinese officials are
holding public mass trials where
they are convicting and sentencing individuals to jail time and
death for having opposing views,
all in the name of fighting terror.
If these actions continue,
America needs to take a stand

against China, no matter what
the financial impact. Otherwise,
how can America expect to be
taken seriously?
Amnesty International is
becoming involved in the
Chinese tenor situation. It is
making recommendations for
the Chinese government to stop
its current oppression of innocent people as well as recommendations to governments
everywhere not to return per-

Team cuts not justified

PEOPLE

sary. He even named three countries in particular, North Korea.
Iran and Iraq, as the "axis of evil."
Terrorism is defined as a form
of intimidation to further an
individual or group's cause.
Intimidation includes a number
of activities, including crashing
planes into buildings, suicide
bombers killing innocent people
in the name of religion or politics
and intolerance in the form of a
hostile dictatorship.

sident George VV. Bush
'said terrorism would not
be tolerated.
So why does America continue to have favorable relations
with a country that uses Bush's
war on terrorism to jail and kill
individuals who have different
religious and political beliefs?
Bush said America would fight
terrorism at home and abroad.
He also said terrorism would be
rooted out by any means neces-

ED.
ST0NESTREET
Guest Column
The Athletic Department has
repeatedly stated that the main
reason for making cuts is to
reduce the financial debt of the
department. It has been trying to
justify the elimination of the
men's track and field team by
giving explanations that are not
backed up by any actual numbers. After reading the article
written by the Student Athletic
Advisory Committee's president
about how athletes need to gel
the facts straight before attacking
the Athletic Department, I
thought these facts about the
men's track team would be of
interest to her, other athletes, the
entire student body, alumni and
the community.
Fact: The total amount generated by the men's track and field
team is $437,000. How? Here are
the figures. Add it up yourself
Fact NCAA Sport
Sponsorships Fund gives $26,682
to the University annually for the
indoor and outdoor men's track
and field teams. Every Division I
school receives $13,341 for each

sport they have over 14. Before
the cuts, the University had 22
sports.
Fact NCAA Grants-in-aid
Fund generates $28,000 for the
University for 10 equivalents.
Face The tuition of 42 male
track athletes, at $5,588 each,
raises $234,000 for the
University. Without the track
team, many of these athletes
might have gone to different universities as the opportunity to
run track was a major factor in
the decision to attend BGSU.
Fact The State of Ohio funding gives the University $4,100
for every full time Ohio student.
The men's track ad field team
has 36 Ohio Student athletes
who generate $147,600 for the
University. Again, these athletes
might not have attended the
University without the opportunity to be on the track team.
Note that these numbers only
include the student athletes who
made the team. This does not
include the additional 20 to 25
athletes who failed to make the
final roster, but chose to attend
the University in part because of
the opportunity to try out for the
team.
Fact The total amount spent
by the men's track and field
teams is $179,000.

•Scholarships: $80,000.
•Travel expenses: $17,000.
•Recruiting: $2,000.
•Other expenses: $80,000
Fact By dropping the men's
track and field team, the
University will lose around
$250,000 per year and the support of thousands of alumni.
Also, it will distinguish BGSU
from other state universities not
for what we have to offer, but for
what we do not have to offer.
Fact The University will lose
around $103,700 from NCAA
payments alone by dropping all
four sports. These payments
have increased ever year since
the program started.
After looking at all the facts, it
does not make sense to the athletes how eliminating the men's
track and field team will financially benefit the University.
Does it make sense to you?
Furthermore, if the athletes,
coaches and alumni had been
informed of the possibility of
cutting the men's track program
three years ago when the
Athletic Department began
thinking about all this, even
more support could have been
raised to prevent a program with
such tradition and excellent
indoor facilities from being
taken away from the University.

ON THE STREET
Which is better in 20
degree weather, tube
tops or halter tops?

workers that it wasnt correct.
kind of compensation for poor
The worker was unable to comservice. We didn't buy into their
prehend why we were upset and
act of being sorry. On top of all of
was taken back by the comthis, the second pizza never did
plaints we made. The worker
come out right, and we were left
told us to keep our comments to
with an overcharged amount on
ourselves. How rude is that?
our card for a little pizza? Fair
What ever happened to "the cusand reasonable? We thought not!
tomer is always right?" V\fe finally
Now, we find this experience
had a breakthrough and mancompletely appalling. There are
aged to get the pizza remade
many signs that are posted all
after being charged for a mistake
over campus dining services that
that Zzas had made. The worker
state its goal, which we quote
stated that Zzas was busy, we
directly from a sign in Founders,
had to be patient, and that no
"To provide outstanding cusone is perfect and mistakes haptomer service by serving quality
pen. This is no excuse. They were food at reasonable price in a
making mistakes left and right,
clean and pleasant environand while waiting for the second
ment." Wouldn't you think this
pizza to be made, we were conwould include the friendliness of
versing with other people about
the staff? We thought so.
their dissatisfied orders. When
However, the workers that we
the second pizza came out, we
encountered that night greatly
were disgusted to find that it was fell short of this statement. They
still not right. The toppings were
seemed too busy to really care
correct but the size was still
and fix our order, and they were
wrong and we had been overtoo occupied with the new
charged for it. They originally
orders coming in. We found it
took back the first mistake and
humorous that signs like these
recharged us for a medium pizza are posted everywhere in dining
but didn't charge for the top• services and none occur around
pings. We think this was some
Zzas. We wonder why.

| Guest Column
The hunger craving hit us
around midnight. Since the only
place open at this hour on campus is Zzas, we decided to journey over to the Union.
There were people crowded all
around Zzas, waiting for orders
and placing orders. It was a busy
night. We placed our order and
stated that we wanted a medium
chicken and ranch-only pizza.
Now, one would think that this
was not a challenging order. All
that needed to be done was to
specify to the pizza constructors
in the back what we wanted. Oh,
no, this was quite a challenge for
Zzas. Not only were we given the
wrong size pizza, but it also
included the despicable tops —
broccoli and mushrooms.
Now, don't get us wrong, we
like broccoli and all, but there is
just something grotesque about
broccoli on a pizza, When our
pizza arrived completely wrong,
we tried to explain to one of the

>
I
>
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"Neither. I'm not a
skank."

SARAH RATH
SENIOR

"Neither. It's just
dumb."

i

I LETTERS TOTHE EDITOR arc to be less
! than5Wwatis(kKtJMntwotyped,
< double-spaced pages). These are usu. ally in response to a current Issue on
I the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.

;

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and {SOOwords. These
are usually, also, in response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space permits.

RYAN HOFFMAN
SOPHOMORE

"Tube tops. You'd have
to."

ANNAMARIE
IANNETTA
SENIOR

I would like to take a
moment of your time to note
what I consider to be the abuse
of technology by the
University's Office of Marketing
and Communications. As I
am sure you are aware, maintaining a BGNet e-mail
account now means that you
are subject to anything that
makes it into the Marketing
and Communications mailbox
It seems only a matter of time
before we can expect to wake
to our morning e-mail and be
enticed to sign up for that
BGSU MasterCard. Wait for it.
Presently, however, we can
expect even more up-to-the
minute notices of events,
announcements, quasi-advertisements from the athletic
department, and a variety of
content already posted to
departmental web sites,
events.bgsu.edu, my.bgsu.edu,
www.bgnews.com, various listprocemail lists, the closed-circuit TV in the new Student
Union, dorm flyers, hall flyers,
tri-fold brochures, as well as
the occasional tattoo or trained
monkey.
And all of this would be
wonderful, even interesting
(well... maybe not), if in the
course of setting up this system, Marketing and
Communications would have
taken the time to do a little
research — perhaps take into
consideration the information
needs of the user population —
in order to provide a service to
the University community
rather than demand one of it
And to be fair, it isn't really the
content of the emails that 1
have a problem with. Rather, it
is the manner in which the emails are delivered. The use of
this current global list for any
announcements beyond those
from the president of the
University, those dealing with

"Halter. At least I
could hold my boobs

campus emergencies, or the
cancellation of all classes due
to weather is both abusive and
self-defeating.
Because this system relies on
a list of users who have an email account for a variety of
reasons and purposes, simply
co-opting that list in order to
broadcast soup-to-nuts
announcements limits the
ability to target content effectively as well as (eventually) the
effectiveness of the content.
The early messages were about
emergencies, but now that
sense of urgency has been lost
and replaced with a dull
headache. I currently have all
my e-mail clients set to delete
these e-mails automatically,
and I am sure that many others
do the same thing or delete
them by hand without reading
them. I can't simply get rid of
my BGNet account since it's
required for my access to
my.bgsu.edu. While deleting
these messages is a good partial fix. it begs the question of
why I should even have to do
such a thing in the first place.
I know for a fact that there
are free and inexpensive solutions available, which would
provide Marketing and
Communications with the type
of granularity of content categories, subscription services,
and distribution mechanisms
it seems to be attempting to
achieve So, it's not a matter of
technology. There are a number of excellent books dealing
with using electronic media to
distribute content effectively.
So, it's not a matter of knowledge. The current "Bark-eting
and Spam-munication" emails are a result of either a
complete disregard for the
diverse information needs of
the University community or a
quick and easy fix that solved
an administrative request at
the cost of tossing a stone in
our collective shoe. No, it is not
going to kill us, but it is annoying ashell. So, if anyone in the
Office of Marketing and
Communications is reading
this... stop spamming us!
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non-emergency mass e-mails to students?

Guest Column
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broad range of people, some of
whom may have done little
more than practice their religion
or defend their culture."
If the Bush administration
would put forth one tenth of the
initiative that America exercises
in the Middle East, into helping
the innocent people that are
dying in China, the Chinese government might realize that
America is serious about terrorism in all forms.

Mass e-mails
inconvenient
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sons associated with any radical
Islamic movement to China,
where they will receive either jail
time or the death penalty. A
recent report from Amnesty
International said, "The Chinese
government has claimed that
'ethnic separatists' are linked
with international terrorists and
has called for international support for its crackdown. However,
the subjective yardstick of terrorism has been used to detain a
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BAR EXAMS TO INCLUDE INDIAN LAW
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — New Mexico has become the
first state to add federal Indian law as a subject on its
state bar exam. Broader issues of Indian law, rather
than specific laws of each of the state's 22 tribes, will be
among 23 subjects that could pop up in the essay portion of the exam.
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Shuttle's 'secret launch time
known to hobbyists, experts
ByMarciaDunn
IMS ASS0CIAICO PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — As
far as NASA is concerned, space
shuttle Atlantis' launch time on
Thursday is secret. But the
"secret" is shared by thousands
inside the space program and
potentially millions on the outside, courtesy of satellite-tracking hobbyists and the Internet.
"Pseudo-security," said lames
Oberg, an engineer who used to
work in Mission Control.
Even the astronauts admit that
NASAs new post-Sept. 11 antiterrorism policy of concealing
shuttle launch times until 24
hours in advance is an exercise in
futility. They had already given
out the launch time to friends
and family before the security
guidelines were approved March
14.
"It's been fairly public, so I
don't know what we're hiding,"
said astronaut lerry Ross, a
retired Air Force colonel who
flew on a truly secret military
mission in 1988. "On future missions, it may do a little bit more."
Oberg theorizes that the chief
intent is not really to protect
Atlantis' flight to the international space station or Endeavour's
launch on May 31, but to safeguard Columbia's liftoff in July
with the first Israeli astronaut.

This will be NASAs third shuttle flight since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The Dec. 5 and March
1 launches were conducted amid
unprecedented security, yet no
attempt was made to hide those
liftoff times, which had already
been made public by NASA.
Fighter jets and attack helicopters will be on patrol
Thursday, with no-fly and noboating zones enforced.
NASA is disclosing only a fourhour launch window, from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m„ until the exact time is
announced tomorrow afternoon. At that point, the times of
all of the mission's highlights,
including the shuttle's return, will
be released.
"It's hard to understand what
this buys them, other than it
seems to be an attempt to
demonstrate that they're doing
something," said Ted Molczan, a
Canadian amateur astronomer
and satellite observer.
Oberg, Molczan and others say
that anyone with modest math
skills and computer access can
use publicly available information to calculate the launch time
for any given day, provided the
rocket ship is rendezvousing
with something already in orbit.
It takes Oberg, an orbital
mechanics expert, about 30 seconds to do it. He estimates a

Son arraigned in
attack on father
By Stephen Frotrtncruxn
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press

ATLANTIS: Astronaut Jerry Ross examines his space suit during a
fit check at the Johnson Space Center Feb. 6. Ross will have two
walks on his upcoming flight aboard space shuttle Atlantis.
novice could figure it out in a
coupleofdays.
Oberg will not divulge

Thursday's launch time. But others have done so.

MANCHESTER, N.H. — The
son of a New Hampshire
Supreme Court justice was
accused yesterday of pounding
his father in the face with a guitar after hours of drinking.
John Christian Broderick, 30,
was arraigned on a charge of
assault and ordered held on
$100,000 bail.
Justice John Broderick, 54,
was attacked in his sleep early
Saturday and beaten so severely
that a top state official could not
recognize him. He was in serious
condition with broken facial
bones yesterday after six hours
of surgery the day before.
Police said the son had blood
on his clothes and was so intoxicated they took him to a hospital
for observation.
"It was one of the most severe
attacks our office has seen,"
Assistant Attorney General
William Delker said.
Delker said the son left the
condominium and threw the
guitar away after the attack; he
would not say whether police
had found it. Delker would not
say if the guitar was a hollow
acoustic instrument or a heavier
electric guitar.
The assault followed a daylong argument between father
and son, according to court
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Ulinthrop & Summit
Terrace Apartment/

Now Leasing

Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for all Residents

2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
August 2002

2 Blocks from

Campus
480 Lehman

papers. The elder Broderick
went to bed after his son apologized to him, but the younger
man began drinking whiskey.
"The more he drank, the more
he stewed about the fight,"
Delker said. "He eventually
decided to attack his father
while he slept"
Prosecutors said the younger
man returned to the house after
the beating and asked police
officers if his father was OK.
Delker said the younger
Broderick was on probation for a
robbery in Massachusetts. He
pleaded guilty Feb. 26. Broderick
also pleaded guilty recently to
disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest in New Hampshire. That
incident also involved alcohol,
Delker said.
Two years ago, the elder
Broderick was charged with
slapping his son, according to
court records The charge was
later dropped. At the time,
Broderick blamed the altercation on his son's drinking problem.
When the case came to court,
a prosecutor explained the incident had begun when the elder
Broderick told his son he had
eight weeks to move out. His son
allegedly replied, "You have
eight hours until you're in the
ground."

Dry cereal for breakfast was
invented by John Henry Kellogg
at the turn of the century.

Furnished & Unfurnished
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On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances
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Prosecutors, defense attorneys argue
over case of American-born Taliban
By Larry Margasak
IHl ussocimo PRESS

ALEXANDRIA,
Va.
—
Prosecutors acknowledged yesterday thev do not have evidence
that John' Walker Lindh killed
Americans in Afghanistan. But a
federal judge said that would not
be necessary to prove Lindh
joined a conspiracy to murder
Americans as a Taliban fighter.
When District JudgeT.S. Ellis III
asked whether the government's
case included alleged attempts
by Lindh to kill American citizens,
Assistant U.S. Attorney David
Kelly replied, 'At the moment, I
am not aware of it."
Another prosecutor, Assistant
U.S. Attorney lohn Davis, added
that "there's no allegation of personal involvement" by lindh in
the killing of lohnny Micheal
Spann, a CIA agent who was slain
during a prison uprising in
Afghanistan at which lindh was
present.
Ellis said that as the government framed the broad conspiracy case, "You arc not required to
show that he shot at Americans."
later, the judge denied a defense
motion for more details on the
charges, saying. "I don't read the
indictment as pointing to a specific murder," but rather as one of
lindh allegedly joining a broad
conspiracy by al-Qaida and the
Taliban to kill Americans around
the world.
During the hearing on defense

motions for numerous government documents and interviews,
however, the judge repeatedly
admonished prosecutors to give
Lindh's lawyers any information
they tum up that is favorable to
the defendant
Kelly said Lindh did allegedly
join forces with al-Qaida and the
Taliban, making preparations "for
an expected onslaught" by U.S.
forces after the Sept. 11 attacks.
lindh is charged with conspiring to murder U.S. nationals, providing support and services to
foreign terrorist organizations
and using firearms and destructive devices during crimes of violence. Three of the 10 charges
carry a maximum life sentence;
the other seven have prison
terms of up to 90 years. Me was
brought back to the United States
by military escort on Ian. 23 and
has been kept in jail since then.
lindh, 21, wore a green prison
jumpsuit and sat at the defense
table. He conferred with his attorneys as they made their arguments at the hearing, one of a
series of pretrial sessions concerned with legal issues. Lindh's
parents. Frank lindh and Marilyn
Walker, sat in the second row for
the proceedings, as they had for
all previous court appearances.
Defense attorney lames
lirosnahan, in an interview with
The Associated Press outside the
courthouse, said he was heartened by the prosecutors' state-

ments.
"I thought it was interesting
that the government admitted it
had absolutely no evidence that
Mr. Lindh did anything against
any American," Brosnahan said.
"I think fair-minded people
would wonder just what is the
government's case."
In the courtroom, Brosnahan
argued for a more detailed complaint, saying that prosecutors
should have to specify whom
lindh allegedly planned to murder and the people he allegedly
conspired with to kill Americans
"We don't know who was supposed to be murdered,"
Brosnahan said. But Davis said
the victims were "anyone and
everyone. To pretend that a specific human being must be identified, that is absurd."
Davis also said that Lindh
fought against U.S. forces after
Sept. 11 in Osama bin laden's terrorist network. "How more illegal
can you get?" he asked.
Ellis ruled that many of the
defense requests for information
were too broad. "I would assume
not everyone Mr. Lindh grunted
at falls into that category" of a
government official or U.S. soldier who should be made available to his attorneys, he said.
When defense attorney George
Harris argued that Lindh's
lawyers needed documents to
show whether camps where
Lindh trained in Afghanistan

were for the purpose of terrorist
or military activities, prosecutors
said it didn't matter because
Lindh joined a tenorist organization.
The judge then asked, "What
was he doing over there?" Ellis
quickly said his remark was
improper and withdrew the
question.
Ellis told prosecutors that they
must ask U.S. civilian and military officials, al-Qaida detainees
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and
others whether they would be
willing to submit to interviews by
defense lawyers.
The judge set May 31 for a
hearing to determine who could
be interviewed and said the
defense could subpoena anyone
who refused. Ellis said he would
determine whether the interviews would actually take place.
He denied a defense request
for access to some 30 e-mails that
apparently were exchanged by
lusticg Department officials, ruling that the documents contained no information that would
be helpful to Lindh's case.
Ellis refused yesterday to permit arguments on one issue that
had been considered likely to
come up: the argument by
defense counsel that statements
that lindh jnade to U.S. authorities while in custody in
Afghanistan, allegedly under
duress, not be admitted into evidence.
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TALIBAN: American John Walker Lindh appears in this undated
photo obtained Jan. 22 from a religious school where he studied for
five months in Pakistan.

ONE STOP FOR All YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003
221 S. COLLEGE - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$765.00 per month payable in 11 monthly payments of $818.00.
Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
150MANVILLE-2BR. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars. $700.00
per month payable in 11 monthly installments of $752.00
Tenants pay utilities.
1501/2MANVILLE -1 BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per monthly payable in 11 monthly installments of
$473.00. Tenants pay utilities.
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR. A-frame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$550.00 per month payable in 11 monthly installments of
$590.00 Tenants pay utilities.

U

"All Day,
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719 ELM - 3 BR, garage, central air. $900 per month. Deposit
$900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
412 RIDGE-3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $930.00 per
month payable in 11 monthly installments of $994.00. Tenants
pay all utilities.
605 SECOND. #A - 4 BR. Limit 4 people. $760 per month
oaid in 11 monthly payments of $812.00. Tenants pay utilities.
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Sun:
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AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)
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Muslim conference divided over definition of terrorism
By Hanua Hendawi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia —
Islamic countries were divided
yesterday on whether the definition of terrorism extends to
Palestinian suicide bombers.
An appeal by Malaysian Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad for
Muslim countries to condemn
any attack on civilians as an act of
terror quickly became bogged
down in the old question: When
is a terrorist a freedom fighter?
In a speech to open a special
meeting of the 57-member
Organization
of
Islamic
Conference, Mahathir proposed
a definition that includes the
Sept. 11 attackers, Israeli troops
who kill Palestinians — and the
suicide bombers.
Foreign ministers and officials
from other countries were divided.
"It is not necessary to condemn the suicide bombers,
because we have to take into consideration the reasons behind
somebody willing to lose his life,"
Palestinian Foreign Minister
Farouk Kaddoumi told reporters
outside the conference.
Israel's
occupation
of
Palestinian territories is "the

highest and worst kind ol terrorism, and die human being, if he
sacrifices his life — there must be
a reason," Kaddoumi said. "The
reason is state terrorism."
Deputy Foreign Minister Ivica
Misic of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
chief of his country's anti-terrorism team, backed Mahathir.
"I don't care about race or religion," Ivica said. "I agree that if a
person kills or hanns a civilian he
is a terrorist, no matter how noble
his struggle may be."
To paper over, the divisions, the
delegates unanimously passed a
resolution accusing Israel of
"dragging ihe region toward an
all-out war" and calling for U.N.
sanctions to deter Israeli military
action.
Mahathir, a vital U.S. ally in the
campaign to crack Osama bin
Laderis al-Qaida network, said
that the Sept. 11 attacks had been
' an "unmitigated disaster" for the
'world's estimated 1.2 billion
Muslims, with the religion
becoming increasingly perceived
as rooted in violence.
An agreement to condemn
acts of violence against civilians
regardless of race, religion or
political motive would help
repair Islam's damaged reputa-
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tion and could provide the basis
for a U.N. conference which, in
tum, could be the foundation
from which to fight terror's sponsors, including governments,
Mahathir said.
"Muslims everywhere must
condemn terrorism once it is
clearly defined," Mahathir said.
"Bitter and angry though we may
be, we must demonstrate to the
world that Muslims are rational
people when fighting for our
rights and we do not resort to acts
of terror."
The gathering of foreign ministers and other officials comes
amid escalating bloodshed in the
Middle Last. Palestinian suicide
bombings killed 15 Israelis on
Sunday, and Israeli troops deepened their invasion of the Wesi
Bank. Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon said yesterday that Israel
was "at war."
Malaysia, which had urged
participants to refrain from emotional rhetoric so the meeting
would be seen as positive by the
non-Muslim worid, resisted Arab
pressure to include a condemnation of Israel in the main declaration, which should be issued
Wednesday.
Yesterday's resolution condemning Israel was a compro-
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Ihe Associated Press

DEBATING: Palestinian Foreign Minister Farouk Kaddoumi answers
to reporters after the opening ceremony of the special session by
foreign ministers and other officials representing the 57-member
Organization of the Islamic Conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
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mise.
The statement urged the U.N.
Security Council to provide protection to Palestinians "and apply
deterrent sanctions against
Israel."
Some delegates were critical of
the world body, accusing it of not
doing enough to rein in Israel,
and they urged the United States
— Israel's chief supporter — to
use its influence to stop the
attacks.
Iranian
Foreign
Minister
Kamal Kharrazi, asked about the
suicide bombings, said that "civilians should be spared. At the
same time, if we are looking for a
solution to this problem, we have
to look at the cause of this conflict."
Mahathir said Christians,
Hindus, Buddhists, lews and
other groups have produced terrorists, and singling out one religion was unfair, Mahathir said.
Malaysia is a prosperous
Southeast Asian country of 23
million and has jailed 24 people
accused of involvement in an alQaida-linked plot to blow up U.S.
targets in Singapore. They
include a former army captain
who hosted two of the Sept. 11
hijackers at his apartment in
2000.
*
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Mixed Drinks
$1.25
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135 N. Main

353-6912

517 E. REED - At Thursiln One Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished or
Unfurnished. School Year - Two Person Rale -1540.00
One Year - 1\ro Person Rale S45O.00
521 E. MERRY- Close lo Oflenhauer Furnished one bath
School Year • Two Person Rale - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $570.00
451 THURST1N- Across from OfTenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full bath
School Year One Person Rale- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUCH - Campus Manor Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Pius Vanity School Year - Two Person Rale • $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00
419-155 S, EHTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfum
Schoul Year One Person Rale - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale $365.00
707. 711, 715. 719, 723, 727 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $350 00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Fum. or Unfum
School Year Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
«25 THIRD. One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $45000
One Year One Person Rale - $400 00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. I Bath Plus Vanlly In BR
School Year Two Person Rale - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520 00
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Master Teacher Award
Do you have a favorite professor?
Nominate them for the Master
Teacher Award and watch them
get recognition across campus!
Simply call the Student Alumni
Association office at 372-7849
or e-mail jpotter@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be sure to tell us your
^3V-*-(i*x
teacher's name and why .-^-y C(w|
you thing they deserve
H
tlxe Master Teacher Awa,

open to any senior graduating in May,
August or December 2002. write a 250
words or less essay, describing an experience here
at BGSU that has enhanced your college career.
AII essays are due April
the Mileti Alumni Center.

BEYOND BG celebration on April 18*
(ft-10 pm) in Anderson Arena. The winner
will receive a $50 prize.
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8th by 5 pm at

The winner will be announced at the

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
Now

835 FOURTH
Two Bedrooms Furnished. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $625 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $515.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh, Vanity In Hall.
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rale - $560.00
One Year-Furnished Two Person Rale - $470 00
802 SIXTH • Two Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Balh Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ Furnished - Two Person Rale - $610.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $510.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baihs. Dishwashers
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $640 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Raie-$470.00
724 S. Colkfe. - Cambridge Commons. Two Bedroom Unfurnished.
1 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers School Year - Two Person Rale $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $530.00
We have many otlier units available. Stop In the Rental
Office for a complete brochure..
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Am
Hhagement
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apis.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Houses for Rent:
702 '/; E. Wooster
122 '/; Frazee Ave.
702 i/j Sixth St.
704 Sixth St.
704 >/i Sixth St.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4 • 352-4380
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Falcon netters lose a
squeaker to DePaul, 4-3

April 2,
2002

IGSUFAICOHS COM

Visiting DePaul University
won at four of the six singles
flights to post a come-frombehind, 4-3 victory over the
Bowling Green men's tennis
team Saturday. The dual match
was held at Shadow Valley in
Toledo. With the loss, the Falcons
drop to 11 -9 on the season.
The Falcons captured the doubles point, as BG won two
matches by identical 8-3 scores.
BG's lone doubles winners
were junior Nicolas LopezAcevedo at the fourth flight and
senior Mike Kossoff at the sixth
level.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Eagles win three of four
By loel Hammond

Women volleyers drop
5-2 decision at NIU
BGSUFHICOHS COM

Northern Illinois University
got wins at the top-three singles flights en route to a 5-2
victory over the Bowling Green
women's tennis team Saturday.
The Mid-American
Conference match marked the
third consecutive win for NIU.
In singles action, the Falcons
got victories from Gabel at the
fourth flight and Kokinda at
the sixth level.

THE 8G NtWS

On an Easter weekend that
featured 40-mph winds in
Ypsilanti, Mich., an eight home
run game, BG coach Danny
Schmitz getting ejected and the
Falcons' biggest offensive eruption of the season, the Eastern
Michigan Eagles took three of
four games from BG. The four
games were played at EMU's
Oestrike Field.
Saturday's opener of a weather-induced doubleheader featured 40 mph winds and eight

home runs as Eastern outslugged BG 13-10. The Falcons
went down early 3-0, but they
regained the lead in the top of
the third with six runs, including
a Nate Henschen two-run
homer and Corey Loomis' fifth
home run of the season, a threerun blast. That momentum was
short-lived, however, as Eastern
put two on the board in the bottom of the third and tallied three
more in the bottom of the fourth.
BG scored three in the top of
the fifth, including another
home run, this time by Nick

Elrod. The Falcons put another
on the board in the top of the
seventh, as Andy Hudak scored
on a solo home run.
In the bottom of the seventh,
Eagle Ben lones scored off a double. Two walks later, the table was
set, and Eagle Derrick Peterson
won the game with the grand
slam off of Matt Hundley.
"We always say that when we
go on the road, we want a split,"
Schmitz said. "We would like to
have gotten that split... We gave
one, away in that first game
Saturday with that wind-blown

grand slam. In all fairness to our
pitchers, the last time they've
thrown was our spring trip."
Saturday's nightcap did not
offer much rejoicing for Falcon
fans either, as starter Doug Flere
gave up eight runs in 2 2/3
innings and Eastern jumped out
to a 14-1 lead. The Eagles
smacked five more home runs in
the game on their way to a 15-8
win.
Sunday proved to be a much
better day for the Falcons' pitching but not for their coaching.
Head coach Danny Schmitz was

ejected in the first inning after
arguing a debated walk by pitcher Tyler Saneholtz. After
Schmitz's ejection, Saneholtz
settled down and gave up just
three runs in six innings. The
Falcon bats did the rest, and
Henschen hit another two-run
home run in the second. After
Eastern tied the game in the bottom of the inning, BG erupted
for 11 runs in the third, pushing
its lead to 14-3. Len Ellas,
Henschen, Loomis, Hudak and
BASEBALL, PAGE 12

Softball
wins one,
ties one vs.
Oakland
By lason A Dnon
THE BG MEWS

They enteied the game as a
stark contrast, opponents trailing
very different pasts. There was
the Bowling Green women's softball team, which had been playing at a high level until a threegame sweep over the weekend
ended its winning streak. Then,
there was the Oakland University
Grizzlies, which had lost 21 of its
first 29 games.
But when the two took the
field for a double-header yesterday, the teams did not seem that
far apart. The Falcons won the
first game 3-2, and tied the second 2-2.
BG began the first game with
consecutive errors that allowed
Oakland's F.ricka Burns and
Nicole Schulte to give the
Grizzlies an early 2-0 lead.
The Falcons wasted little time
establishing their own offense as
junior Kandice Machain lead off
the bottom of the first with a single. A sacrifice bunt by Natalie
Phillips moved Machain to second base, and a Libby Voshell
single moved her to third.
After Voshell stole second base,
Renee Rosemeier singled home
both runners. Rosemeier moved
to second on a groundout and
then scored what would prove to
be the winning run off of Holly
Frantz's double into center field.
Andrea Genter, who was
charged with the two errors,
completed the game with six
strikeouts, improving her record
to 2-1 on the season.
BG quickly jumped to a 2-0
lead in the nightcap as lody
lohnson singled home Crystal
Wilson and Sara Moore. Senior
lesse Milosek kept the OU bats
silent, taking a no-hitter into the
fourth inning. But a double by
the Grizzlies' Megan Piar ended
the no-hitter, and Linnea Utecht
took advantage off Oakland's
second base runner of the game,
singling home Piar.
A single by Bums scored
lennifer Granger, which tied the
game in the fifth inning. After the
fifth, the Falcons and the
Grizzlies (8-22,1-3) were unable
to take advantage of the other
team's pitching, as they struggled
to a 2-2 tie.
With the victory in the first
game, BG (11-12-1, 3-1) helped
head coach Leigh Ross-Shaw
earn her lOOth victory. She has a
100-76-1 record in her career at
BG, and she became the fastest
coach in school history to reach
the century mark.
"It's really awesome that we
could all be a pan of coach's
100th victory; she really deserves
it." Machain said. "Also, we really
played well today, and it feels like
the team is coming closer, which
is going to help us a lot in our
next game"
The Falcons return to action
tomorrow, traveling to Ann Arbor
to do battle with the University of
Michigan. The first pitch is
scheduled for 3 p.m.
i

Associated Press Photo

SLAM DUNK Daniels has
started his own line of
clothing to help the Spurs.

Daniels'
website
offers
clothing
ByNickHurm
!HE BG HEWS

Associated Press Photo

HOT SHOT: Antonio Daniels, former Falcon and honorable mention All-American, was selected on the first round of the 1997 NBA draft
by the Vancouver Grizzlies. Daniels led the Grizzlies with 4.5 assists, but was traded to the San Antonio Spurs after one season.

Former Falcon Daniels
a major success story
By Erik Cassano
!H[ BG NEWS

If former Bowling Green
Falcon Antonio Daniels didn't
accomplish the impossible, he
definitely accomplished the
improbable.
Five years removed from his
last BG basketball game, Daniels
has been a top 10 NBA draft pick
and has already won a world
championship, joining Orel
Hershiser, Roger McDowell and
Rob Blake as BG alums who have
won a professional sports title in
the last two decades.
There is a difference with
Daniels, though. Blake came
from a comparatively truncated
college hockey program pool.
Hershiser and McDowell played
major league baseball, where an
85th-round draft pick can
become an all-star. Daniels plays
in the NBA, which only has two
draft rounds. It is statistically the
toughest league for an athlete to
break into Not only has Daniels
beaten the odds, he has flourished. Starting in 1997, when the
Vancouver Grizzlies made him
the fourth overall pick in the
NBA draft, he started gaining a
firm toe-hold in tiie league.
When the San Antonio Spurs,
■/

a veteran team that has long
been a playoff mainstay in the
league, wanted to add a young
guard to their backcourt, they
sought out Daniels. The Spurs
gave up forward Carl Herrera
and the rights to Felipe Lopez to
get Daniels in the summer of
1998, and Daniels had found a
home. As one of the Spurs' main
reserves in the lockout-shortened 1998-99 season, he averaged 4.7 points and 2.3 assists
per game as they rode the MVP
performance oftim Duncan to a
four-game sweep of the Knicks
in the NBA Finals, the team's first
championship.
Daniels and Duncan, taken
first overall by the Spurs in 1997,
have become good friends. Both
have bought houses in tiie same
neighborhood.
"We're both four years out of
college, so we're close in age,"
Duncan said. "We have a great
relationship."
When Daniels came into the
league, he joined a lineage of
Mid-American Conference basketball players that has started to
populate NBA rosters in the last
decade. Starting with Dan
Majerle, Ron Harper, Bonzi
Wells, and, more recently,

Daniels, Earl Hoykins and Wally
Szczerbiak, MAC alums in the
NBA are starting to remove the
second-rate stigma of playing for
a mid-major college.
"It is a highly underrated conference and has been for quite
some time," Daniels said "MAC
players are beginning to come
out and show what we're capable
of doing."
Spurs coach Greg Popovich
said the best attributes of
Daniels as a player are his ability
and willingness to fit into the
team's plans and his ability to
play both ends of the floor.
"He's got a complete game,"
Popovich said. "He can score and
he has good defense. He's
unselfish."
Daniels was an honorable
mention All-American as a
senior at BG, where he helped
lead the Falcons to an NTT berth
as a senior, averaging 24.0 points
per game, fifth in the nation. He
finished his BG career second
all-time on the career scoring list
behind Howard Komives with
1,789 points. Anthony Stacey
and Keith McLeod have since
passed both of them.
The BG careers of Daniels and
McLeod draw some parallels.

Like Daniels, McLeod finished
his career second on the school's
all-time scoring list and was an
honorable
mention
AllAmerican. Like Daniels, McLeod
may be drafted by an NBA team.
Daniels knows McLeod, and he
is happy for him.
"I wish him all the luck In the
world," Daniels said. "It's good
exposure for him and good
exposure for our school."
Some of the success has been
bittersweet for Daniels. On
February 8, 1996, his brother
Chris, a center for Dayton, died
from cardiac arrest. Both had
played high school ball at St.
Francis DeSales in Columbus.
Chris's death still has a profound
affect on Antonio.
"It makes you cherish the time
you have here and cherish those
you have here also," Daniels said
on Antonio Daniels.com. "Once
you get attached to someone so
much and then something like
that happens, it's just like a big
piece has been torn from your
heart."
This season projects out as
Daniels' best yet in the NBA.
DANIELS, PAGE 12

It's not a big dollar corporation decorated with swooshes and one of the biggest
names in sports, but former
Bowling Green basketball
star Antonio Daniels is starting to make waves with his
own line of clothing in San
Antonio.
Daniels, who now plays
point guard in the NBA for
the San Antonio Spurs, is
making another hit off the
court with his clothing
apparel, which includes Tshirts and autographed jerseys to name a few items
If you go to a Spurs game,
you'll see AD Gear, Daniels'
line of clothing, decorating
many fans in the San Antonio
crowd. The T-shirts are
equipped with a Michael
Jordan-esque logo, showing
Daniels throwing down a
one-handed jam. Across the
logo Daniels' name is sported, his initials in the background.
"It's something that came
off the website," Daniels said.
"It's a pretty big deal in San
Antonio. A iot of people have
really taken to it."
Daniels launched AD gear
on his website, wwwAntonio
Daniels.com, three years ago
Besides clothing, there are
columns by Daniels and
other members of the Spurs,
including Tim Duncan. Also
included are Daniels' up-tsdate statistics, his biography,
a tribute to his brother Chris,
who passed away while
Daniels was at Bowling
Green, and a multimedia
page that has videos of
Daniels in commercials and
other television events.
The 2001-02
official
Antonio Daniels shirt is now
available in black for $19.95.
Older shirts are available in
white and gray for $15.95.
Daniels also offers other
CLOTHING, PAGE 12
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BUZZ WORDS
International
Dinner planned
forSunday
BY THE CAMPIKBUZZ
The World Student
Organization will hold its
Annual International Dinner
this Sunday, April 7 in the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union.
The dinner begins at 6 p.m.
and the cost is $10 for students/adults and $8 for children. Only cash and bursar
are accepted.
The dinner will feature
food from around the world as
well as cultural performances
from members of WSO.
The doors open at 5:30
p.m. and everyone is invited
to come.
Tickets are limited to four
per person.

THE CAMPUS BUZZ IS
LOOKING FOR STAFF
MEMBERS.

INTERESTED?
CONTACT THE EDITOR
AT 353-4751

THE CAMPUS

BUZZ
MO Wat Hall
BGSTJ
Bowflog Gnn, Ob 43402
FtaK (4W) 372-OM
Far:(419)372-«2t2.

♦ UI-.DM SI)AY 04/03/0i

Theater Department to
present "Into the Woods"
BY THE CAMPUS BUZZ
The Department of Theater
will present "Into the Woods
mis Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
"Into the Woods" is about
the fictionalized world of fairy
tales and features beloved characters Cinderella, Rapunzel and
thw wicked witch.
Although in Sodheim's version, the character's are a little
twisted.

Sodheim is also famous for
Sweeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street and West
Side Story.
"Into the Woods" played on
Broadway for 764 performances and featured among
others, Bemedette Peters and
John Gleason.
The musical will show at 8
pjn. on Friday and Saturday
and 2 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
are $10 for adults and $5 for
children.

CAMPUS CINEMA

Baseball vs. Cleveland
State
3 p.m.
Warren Steller Field

Hockey at NCAA "Frozen
Four" Tournament
TBA
TBA

♦ FRIDAYAY 04/05/02
Baseball vs. Ohio
3 p.m.

This Wednesday and
Sunday the University
Activities Organization will
present Oceans 11.
This movie is a remake of
the 1960"s classic about friends
in post-World War II America,
starring the original rat pack
members Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin and Sammy Davis Jr.
The movie is about Danny
Ocean (George Clooney) who,
after finally being released
from a New Jersey prison
seeks revenge on one of the
most powerful men in Las
Vegas, Terry Benedict (Andy
Garcia). Benedict is dating the
long-time incarcerated wife of

Hockey at NCAA "Frozen
Four" Tournament
TBA
TBA

Women's Gymnastics at
NCAA Regionals
TBA
TBA

Danny Ocean.
Benedict owns three of the
largest casinos in Las Vegas,
the MGM Grand, the Bellagio
and the Mirage.
Ocean's plan is to use his
pack of sought after crooks,
including a demolitions expert
and a Chinese acrobat to steal
over $150 million simultane-

ously from the casinos's safes
during a theatric boxing
match.
Steven Soderbergh directs
this funny but sometimes predictable comedy.
Overall, this comedy is
worth a trip to the theater.

♦SUNDAY 04/07/02
Baseball vs. Ohio
I p.m.
Warren Steller Field

Volleyball Awards Banquet
1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Union 228

04.02.02

Bon-ling Green State University

Everyday Events
Rainbow Daze.
Tue*.-Fri.
8 •.ID.TO pm
Union lobby
Vision will be passing out general
information about the organization and events that are planned
for this week.

TUej.-Thurj.
8 ajn. - 5 p-m.
Education Steps and Union lobby
USG will hold elections this
week.

I p.m.
Warren Steller Field

George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon, Elliot
Gould and Don Cheadle are the new rat pack.
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Hockey at NCAA "Frozen

♦SATURDAY 04/06/02

THE CAMPUS

Tuesday - Sunday

Undergraduate Student
Government Elections

Baseball vs. Ohio

2001
Dircxted by:
Steven Soderbergh
Starring:
Brad Pitt, George Clooney. Julia
Roberts, Bemie Mac

April
02 - 07

Warren Steller Field

"Oceans Eleven"

•••

■■■ i

♦THURSDAY 04/04/02

Four" Tournament
TBA
TBA

UAO Presents: Ocean's Eleven

I H isiii-' ,^•'.'.1 V*'* '.•«<•.'

A Rainbow Daze

American Civil Liberties
Union
Tues. - Fri.
Union lobby
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
The ACLU will be handing out
information about their organization.

Earth Day 5K
Tues.-Fri.
10ajn.-8p.m.
Education steps
The Enviromemal Health Student
Group will be promoting Earth
Day 5k walk/run. This event will
be held April 20th.

Republican Week
Tue».-Fri.
10 un.- 4 pjn.
Union lobby
BGSU College Republicans will
be handing out information on
their organization and recruiting
members

Scholarship Contest
T»».-S»t
I0-J0 •JB.-3J0 pan.
EdMNtaimp*
Alpha Phi Aplpha a apopnaorinj
, scholarship contest

A drag queen struts her stuff during a performance. Vision will offer a unique look at drag
queens and their profession with The Life of a
Drag Queen," part of Drag Education Night on
Thursday.
This week will be a busy one

least one event sponsored by

far the members of Vision.

Vision, BGSU's gay, lesbian,

Monday kicked off Rainbow

bisexual, transgender, queer.

Daze, and each day will have at

intersex, questioning and

straight supportive group.
On Tuesday, students are
invited to take part in the Queer
Film Festival. This event will be
hosted by Vision's co-advisor
Chuck Hoy.
The featured films will be
Amy and Jaguar and 1 led wig
and the Angry Inch.
Vision President Jeremy
Banks explained, "They were
films that were suggested by
members." The hope is that
these films will raise awareness

Wednesday will also feature
Shout. This is a cabaret night.
"If s where people come and
sing or read poetry," Banks said.
This event will be held at 9 pjn.
in the Honor's Center.
On Thursday, Vision will host
"The Life of a Drag Queen".
"One of the drag queens who
performs at Uptown is going to
do an educational piece and talk
about her life as a performer,"
Banks said.
Rebecca Richards will lecture

voke some questions for the
question and answer period
following the viewing. The
films will be shown 101A
Ofecamp and will run from 5
pjn.-11 pjn.
Members and non-members
will also have the opportunity to
participate in the Day of Silence.
This is a national event, which
will take place next week, however, BGSU will be holding the
event on Wednesday.
Banks said thai those who
choose to participate will not
speak to anyone from 9 a jn. to 5
pjn. They will have a card to
display to friends, classmates
and teachers explaining why
they will remain silent for the
day. The purpose is to bring
awareness to those who are
oppressed for any reason,
including on the basis of race,
minority status and sexual preference.

sion to IOIIOW. i rus wui tane
place in Union 202A at 730 pm.
Vision Prom will cap off
Rainbow Daze on Friday.
According to Banks, the prom
is for those who chose not to
attend their high school prom,
were not allowed to, or for
those who just want to have
fun. 'This year it's a little more
elaborate than it has been in th»
past," Banks said.
There will be a dinner and a
dance, both taking place in the
multi-purpose room of the
union 228. Dinner will be
served from 7 pjn. to 9 pjn. and '
the dance will go from 9 pjn. to
lam. The dinner is $15 and the
dance is $5 and can be paid for
atthedoor. Dress is semi-formal. For further inforrnabon,
011419-827-0555.
Vision's business meetings
are held every Tuesday at 9 pjn.
in 107 Hannah HalL

f

CAMPUS BUZZ
♦ TUESDAY 04/02/02

Treehouse Troupe
10 a.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Williard Wankleman

The Center for Multicultural and

Classical Guitar Ensemble

Academic Initiatives is sponsoring

8 p.m.

this event. For more information, con-

Bryan Recital Hall

tact Manny Vadillo at 372-2642.

call Scott Regan at 372-7179.

H&HS Outstanding Senior
Luncheon

Ardissone. Free and open to the pub-

Empowerment Group

lic.

2 p.m. - 330 p.m.

Sweetheart Competition

This is a student support group for

8 p.m. - Midnight

women survivors of abusive dating

112 Physical Science Lab Bldg.

relationships. Meets weekly. For more

Delta Gamma is sponsoring this

information, contact Diedra Bennett at

event.

372-2190.

This event is organized by Health and
Human Services.

ROTC Recruiting

MARS QUEST
8 p.m.
112 Physical Science Lab Bldg.

H03OffenhauerWest
This orientation session is for all stu-

11 a.m - I p.m..
Union Lobby
The Air Force ROTC is sponsoring an
information table.

Master's Degree Recital:
Monika Chamasyan, violin
Noon

the 2002 Spring semester.

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
UAO will sponsor this event that fea-

Enviromental Action Group
Workshop

tures live entertainment.

6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

♦WEDNESDAY 04/03/02

Bryan Recital Hall
This event is free and open to the
public.

Women's Joumaling Group
The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall

9 a.m - 5 p.m..
Union Lobby

7:30 p.m.- 10p.m.

Day of Silence

Vision is sponsoring a table about the
Day of Silence.

This group meets every week and is
open to all women in the writing
process of their major.

BGSU Women's Center
Brown Bag Lunch Series
107 Hanna Hall

Macromedia Flash
Intermediate-Creative Web
Animation
Media 100 Lab - Technology Building

La Mesa Oblicura Lecture

This is the eighth workshop in a series

Vision is sponsoring a film festival

Noon - 1:30 p.m.

offerered by The Visual Technology

that is open to the public.

Union 201 A-Sky Bank Room

Communications Technology

any woman in the writing process of

Bowen-Thompson Student Union

GSS Assembly Meeting

her program. This group meets every

For more information, contact Slan

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Thursday.

Atalah at 372-8354.

Bryan Recital Hall

Everybody's Famous (ledereen beroemd)

Rainbow Daze
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Union Lobby

Master's Degree Recital:
Jeffrey Price, saxophone

Gish Film Theater

Vision will be handing out informa-

8 p.m.

A 17-year-old aspiring performer gets

tion about Rainbow Daze.

Bryan Recital Hall
Free and open to the public

The Life of a Drag Queen

Studies

7;30p.m.-ll:30p.m.

9 a.m.

Union 202

207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Vision is sponsoring this perfor-

Welfare Reform in Ohio: A five-Year
Retrospective hosted by the Center for

Drag Education Night
7:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

PHOTO PROVCED

Rebecca Richards will perform Thursday as part of "The Life of a Drag Queen." A lecture/discussion will follow. The event
is sponsored by Vision and is part of Rainbow Daze. Other activities planned for the week include a dinner and dance.

UOA Presents: Oceans's 11
9:15 p.m.
Union Theater
Read the review in The Campus Buzz.

Trenchless Technology
Symposium

Union Theater

7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

For more information, contact Slan

Senior Recital: Dylan
Schwartz, giiitarNAACP
Seminar

Atalah at 372-8354.

Noon

Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Bryan Recital Hall

♦ THURSDAY 04/04/02

Current Issues in Wellness
9 a.m.

Free and open to the public.

The First Year of College:
Assessing what we value
teleconference
I p.m. - 4 p.m.
Iscamp 113
lis-event is so-sponsored by the
ffice of Vice Provost for Academic
rrvices and the Division of Student
flairs.

Vision Dinner Dance

Union 201 Sky Bank Room Bryan

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Vision is sponsoring this even!.

Union 228 - Multipurpose Room.

Brass Choir

Organization.

9 p.m. - 10 p.m.

5 p.m. - 11 p-m.
Olscamp I0IA

This panel discussion is sponsored by

7:30 am. - 6:30 p.m.

Ph.D.. will speak on "'The Changing
Roles of Local Boards of Health."

MARS QUEST
8 p.m.
112 Physical Recital Hall
Exploring the Red Planet. 1$ donation
suggested.

Policy Analysis and Public Service.

Delta Sigma Theta.

Noon - I p.m.

Vision Film Festival

Union 20 IB

This is an interdisciplinary group for

mance/lecture. •

Union 228, Multipurpose room

College Democrats vs.
College Republicans: "Is
there really a difference."

The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall

Visiting Scholar in Ethnic

dents who plan to study abroad during

Cafe Entertainment, Open
Mic

Featured speaker, Susan Scrimshaw,

entangled in a kidnapping.

3 p.m.

Exploring the Red Planet. Suggested

I p.m.
Olscamp I0IB

Held by the Graduate Student Senate.

Education Abroad Predeparture Orientation

donation is SI.

♦FRIDAY 03/01/02
Trenchless Technology
Symposium

6:30 p.m.

To be announced

11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Union 201-Sky Bank Room

Dissertation Writing Group
for Women

The ensemble is directed by Amtthew

This cvcnl is sponsored by Ihr theater
departmenl. For more information,

email: buzz@bgnet.bgsu.edu

8 p.m.

The Dance begins at 6 p.m. For more

Eva Marie Saint Theater

information, call 372-0555.

This funny, charming musical focuses

8 p.m.

on the lives of fairy tale creatures,

Velvet Brown will be directing. Free

Wellness Connection and
Student Health Services

and open to the public.

Noon - 1 p.m.

Kobacker Hall

Department of Theater presents "Into the Woods" by
Stephen Sondhiem

tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for children. Call the box office at 372-2719
for seating.

Union 314-Buckeye/CPS Room

Society of Creative
Anachronism Meeting

The Wellness Connection and Student

♦ SAIl'RDAY 01/(16 (12

Health Service is sponsoring this pre-

8 p.m.

sentation by FADE ( Falcon Alcohol

101 BA

and Drug Education I and Sexual

Daylight Savings Time
Begins

Dessert Night. For more information,

Health Teen Peer Educators on alco-

2 am

contact John Bench at 352-1279 or e-

hol and sexual assault.

mail him at bench@bgsu.edu.

3rd Annual Ned E. Baker
Lecture in Public Health

Wanna write for the Buzz?
Wanna take photos?

Call Chasity at 353-4751
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Peterson and Downey lead Falcons
ByJaynwAamson
THE BC HEWS

Bowling Green's men's and
Women's track and field learns
placed third in a field of eight
teams at last weekend's
Cincinnati Bearcat Classic. The
men's team scored 101.50 points
and was led by the first-place finishes of Zerian Peterson, Drew
Downey and the 4 by 400 meter
relay team. The women's team
scored 137 points and was led by
the first-place finishes of Alicia
Taylor, Joy Echler, Lori Williams,
Brooke Allen and the 4 by 400meter relay team.
Peterson won the 400-meter
dash with a time of 48.70 seconds.
"Zerian Peterson won the
quarter, which is what 1 kind of
expect of Zerian," said men's
coach Sterling Martin. "We
expect Zerian to win the quarter
every time he hops on the track.
He ran a really strong race, and
he's nursing some tendinitis
around his knee right now."
Downey won the pole vault
with a vault of 16 feet 6 inches.
The 4 by 100-meter relay squad
placed second behind the
Cincinnati squad with a time of
42.08. Dean Coticchia finished
second in the high jump with a
leap of 6-6. BG's 4 by 400 squad
edged Miami and Cincinnati
with a time of 3:13.53.
"The mile relay ran as well as
they have run in the last two
years. The last time we ran that

well, we won the conference,"
Martin said.
Senior Ricco Ogelsby placed
third in the 100-meter dash in
10.75 while Emmanuel Hendrix
and Ray Hall finished seventh
and eighth.
Hendrix also placed eighth in
the 200-meter dash. Juniors Josh
Cook and Ed Stonestreet placed
third and fourth in the 800-meter
run with times of 1:54.34 and
1:55.22. Pat Kania's throw of 162-7
in the hammer throw earned him
third place.
Other scorers for the Falcons
included Andre George with a
fourth place finish in the 400meter hurdles, Eric Peterson and
Bryan Gardner with fourth and
fifth place finishes in the long
jump and Keith Battle with a fifth
place finish in the 200-meter
dash and an eighth place finish in
the 400-meter dash. The distance
squad also scored in numerous
events.
Troy Stiles was sixth in the
steeplechase, Tom Kutter placed
seventh in the 5000-meter run,
and Justin Perez was seventh in
the 1500-meter run.
David Springer placed eighth
in the high jump while Kerry
Koontz placed seventh in the
pole vault
After the announcement was
made to cut the program next
year, Martin and his staff made
some adjustments with this season's squad.
"All things considered, we are

competing very well right now,"
Martin said. "Across the board,
the entire team is very competitive right now."
Taylor was a double winner for
the women's squad with first
place finishes in the 100- and
400-meter hurdle events with
times of 14.44 and 1:03.67.
"Alicia Taylor did a fine job and
improved her time in the 100meter hurdles," said women's
coach Scott Sehmann. "She won
the 400-meter hurdles in her first
time running them."
Senior Lori Williams also won
two events. Williams won the discus with a throw of 153-6, won
the hammer throw with a 173-6
throw, and placed fifth in the shot
put with a throw of 40-7 1/2.
Other winners for the BG women
included Echler's victory in the
steeplechase with a time of
11:14.71. Junior Brooke Allen
placed first in the javelin with a
throw of 120-1.
Senior Christine Thompson
placed third in both the 800meter and 1500- meter events
with times of 2:19.07 and 4:41.73.
Bridget Kozy placed third in the
long jump with a distance of 17-3
1/4. Kozy also placed fourth in
the high jump with a jump of 5-4.
BG's 4 by 100 relay team placed
third in the field with a time of
48.54.
Other athletes who scored
points for the Falcons included
thrower Mary Willems with a
third-place finish in the hammer

What is the average rainfall
for Bowling Green?
D fj C

A. 28.88"
B. 48.88"
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™™G GRAND OPENING

353-2844
Serving BG since 1980

"" Wh«n Jtromt Llbriry
opined in 1967, th«
_ buildirs hadforgotttn to
BE?
build telephone lacks
Into the whole buildin,!

Come get Salsafied at Chi-Chi s!

THF

434 E. WOOSTER
(ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN)

throw, Janean Johnson with a
fifth-place finish in the hammer
throw, and Chassity Gulley with a
fourth-place finish in the shot
put. In the sprints, Tamika Dixon
placed fourth in the 400-meter
dash and sixth in the 200-meter
dash, and Valerie Holland placed
seventh in the 100-meter dash.
Jensine Pemell placed sixth in the
400 hurdles, and Nicole Carter

placed fifth in the long jump.
Sehmann talked about the distractions for both squads.
"As far as last week, with practice we didn't see the outdoor
facility at all because of the
weather," Sehmann said, "and
that kind of set us back a little bit
as far as the relays were concerned and some of the field
events as well as the track events.

The news of the track program
elimination didn't necessarily
help focus, either. Overall, the
kids did a good job competing
with all the other factors."
The men's team will send split
squads to Georgia Tech and Ohio
University for meets this weekend while the women will compete at Ohio University's
McDonald Invitational.

ir

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

TANNING CENTER'S
LOCATION

HEAD OF THE PACK: The men's and women's track teams finished third out of eight at the Cincinnati
Bearcat Classic last weekend.

C. 68.88"
D. 88.88"
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As a Bowling Green Stale University Student or
Faculty Member present this coupon along with
your college identification and receive a
10% discount!'

NEWEST

GREENBRIAR
Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
•Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
• A/C. garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm
445E.WoastoSt
Bowling Given, Ol 143402

MIR SUN CAPSUUJ

HAW THI
_

419-352-0717

NEWES1

11(11 KS
IN TOWN!

1616 E. Wooster Street
419/352-8566

'

•Not valid wtih any other ditcount. Exclude* alcohol, lax and gratuity.
Offer expires 5/31/02
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Now Signing Leases

Sals 'EaSfcjgS
MHu|

ft

Management Inc.
Brand New
Hillsdale

w

GREEN ■MAR. INC.
■w mnet org/-gh rental

■ *-

2002-2003 Listing
2 Bedroom
Apartments

Efficiency &
1 Bedroom
Apartments

Coming for August 16 MOVE IN

Heinzsite Apartments 710 N- Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at $7i0/month + utilities

1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts. and 3 Bdrm Townhouses
A/C, Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Starting at $680/mo. + utilities

Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at $680/month + utilities

Parkview Apartments 1084 N. Main
Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal
Starts at $500/ month + electric
Green Beaver Apartments 642 S. College
Starts at $430/ month + utilties, can have a pet

Heinzsite Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at $410/month + utilities

Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at $390/month + utilities
Willow House Apartments 830 Fourth Street
A/C, Remodeled, Dishwasher, Disposal,
Starts at $400/ month + electric and gas
Evergreen Apartments 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies and large 1 bdrms. Large living area, on-site laundry,
Starts at $250/month

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 419-353-5800 • http://www.wcnet.org/~mecca/

..#
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W.\^rginia looks
to Dakich for job
1H[ ASSOCIIHD PB t SS

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. West Virginia has received permission lo speak with Bowling
Green coach Dan Dakich about
its vacant basketball coaching
position, a falcons spokesman
said yesterday.
I.D. Campbell, Bowling Green
athletics spokesman, said the
school does not refuse any
requests to talk to its head
coaches about job openings.
However, it was not immediately known whether the fifthyear coach had interviewed
with West Virginia athletic director Ed Pastilong, who was
attending the Final Pour in
Atlanta.
Brian Messerly, West Virginia
athletics spokesman, said he
has not spoken recently with
Pastilong who is due back on
campus today.
Bowling Green went 24-9 this
season and earned its second
National Invitation Tournament
berth in three years. Dakich has
an 89-57 overall record at the
school. He was a former player
and assistant coach at Indiana.
West Virginia is looking to
replace Gale Catlett. who retired
Feb. 14 after 24 seasons.
One by one, coaches have
lined up to talk with Pastilong,
only to remove themselves from
consideration soon after.

ChrKSclwoterBGNnn
MAN ON A MISSION: BG head coach Dan Dakich will speak to
West Virginia about its vacant basketball coaching position.

Cincinnati's Bob Huggins
turned down the Mountaineers
on March 25. Then, Kent State's
Stan
Heath
came
to
Morgantown on March 27, only
to take the Arkansas coaching
job the next day.
Tennessee Tech's leff l.ebo
removed his name Saturday, a
day after meeting with Pastilong
at the Final Four, and Southern
Illinois coach Bruce Weber said
yesterday he was no longer a

candidate. Both coaches took
their teams to postseason tournaments this year.
Several assistant coaches
have met with Pastilong about
the job, including North
Carolina's Doug Wojcik — a
Wheeling native — and
Georgetown's
Ronny
Thompson. But Pastilong has
said he would prefer to hire
someone with head coaching
experience.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Falcons struggle with Eagles
BASEBALL FROM PAGE 8

Nick Elrod all drove in runs during the stretch, which sent 17 BG
batters to the plate.
"It was good to see our bats
come alive in that game,"
Schmitz said. "We need to hit a
little more consistently, however,
as the guys didn't really come out
strong in Sunday's second game.
We need to leam to go for the
jugular a little bit when we have
somebody on the ropes like we
did after beating up on them
pretty badly Sunday."
"We need more and more people to start stepping up," junior
infielder Corey Loomis said. "We
need to guys to get big hits and
pitchers to throw some big strikes
for us. Some guys are starting to

come around, like Lenny and
Nate, and we'll definitely need
more of that."
Saneholtz did walk six but only
gave up those three third-inning
runs for the win. Brad Henry
pitched a scoreless seventh for
BG.
Eastern won the series with a
Sunday night win, however, as
BG let another big inning dominate the game. EMU starter
Anthony Tomey, after a shaky first
inning retired nine straight, and
the bottom of the second proved
to be the difference in the ball
game. Greg Anglin hit the Eagles'
second grand slam of the series,
this time off Burke Badenhop,
which helped Eastern to a 6-0
advantage. Five of Badenhop's six
runs were unearned.
A Kelly Hunt groundout scored

Daniels finds big
success in NBA
DANIELS, FROM PAGE 8

Through 73 games, he has
averaged 9.3 points per game in
a career-high 27 minutes per
game. He has scored 680 points
this season through the Mar. 31
game against the lakers. His
scoring average projected out
over the final nine regular season games would give him a
career-high 763 points scored
this season.

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
ROUSING NEEDS!

The Spurs were the NBAs
hottest team last month, and
they were recently winners of
13 in a row. Even [hough they
share a conference with powerhouses like LA., Sacramento
and Dallas, the Spurs may be in
great shape to make Daniels
the first-ever multiple title winner to come out of BG.,
Or maybe Daniels makes the
Spurs champions. You never
know.

catcher Tim Newell, and back-toback singles put two on for Ellas,
who hit his first home run of the
season to draw the Falcons within five at 9-4. That was all Tomey
would allow, pitching the nineinning complete game.
The series pushed Eastern to
10-15 and started its conference
slate at 3-1 while BG fell to 7-13
and 1-3 in MAC play. BG now
readies for its home opener after
a two-week postponement. The
Falcons will host Detroit-Mercy
today and Cleveland State tomorrow
in
non-conference
matchups.
"It's been frustrating to be looking forward to games and get a
call that is has been canceled,"
Loomis said. "A lot of guys are
looking forward to this week's
games at home."

Daniels gear
sold for fun
and the Spurs
CL0THIN6, FROM PAGE 8

memorabilia, including an autographed basketball for S199.95
and autographed Spurs jersey for
$299.95.
"The gear is not really anything
about making money," Daniels
said. "It something to do for fun
and support the team."

VARSITY LANES

Leases available for 2002-2003

$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Get out of the April Showers
& into a new Apartment

Who:

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.

2 Bedroom Apartments Close to Campus
Pikes Available (or Croups of 2 or 3

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

•320 ELM: 2 bdrm furnished apts.

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Hall • Small Buildings
frontier Housing • Houses

FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
$520.00 FOR 12 MONTH LEASE OR
$620.00 FOR 9 MONTH LEASE.

•520 E. REED: 2 bdrm furnished apts.
FREE WATER & SEWER. $520.00 FOR
12 MONTH LEASE OR $620.00 FOR 9
MONTH LEASE.

M residents receive a ■CMMTSIMI
tt Omrjm-i HeaMi Spa!

What:

Price:

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
v
& large pop
Only S5.00
per person
.
& drink specials

Indoor heated swimming flool,s»un«,HydraSp« Whirlpool, compta*
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower tictNtlss

NEWL°VE
Re n In Is

332 S. Mam
332-%20
www.newloverealtv.com

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fn. 8-12,1-4:30

FALL 2002 LEASING
Come sign up today! UNITS GOING FAST!

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Apartments
(308, 314, 318, 324, 326,328 & 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)

•2 Bedroom
•Furnished
• A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposals
•Rent from $775.00/mo.

Heinz Apartments

50

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 & 451 Frazee Ave.)
•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves
•Rent from $875.00/mo.

Mercer Manor Apartments

u

(323 and 331 Mercer Road)
•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, dishwashers, microwaves,
garbage disposals
•Rent from $775.00/mo.

Burrwood Subdivision

U w

(1453, 1459, 1467, 1468 Brookwood Dr.)
•3 & 4 Bedroom
•Furnished and Unfurnished
• 1 and 2 car Garages
•Rent from $1350.00/mo.

Stop by the office for our current listings of available units!
Greenbriar, Inc.
I lours:
352-0717
-,
\lnn-lVi ".im-^pm
44r< I Wooster
.„
Saturdav 9«inv ,'
I pm
Bowling Green, OH 43402 MIS^UM.
\\
IS
w
>v cnet.Org/~gbrental

I

m

-Call For

Action:

Editors Wanted!!

Applications now being accepted for the following positions:

•Summer 2002 BG News Editor
•Fall 2002 BG News Editor
•2002-2003 Gavel Editor
•2002-2003 Key Yearbook Editor
•2002-2003 Miscellany Editor
•2002-2003 Obsidian Editor
Application forms
may be picked up at
204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday,
April 19 at 4 p.m.

student. PUBLICATIONS

SPORTS
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Boonek sacrifice fly
lifts Reds past Cubs
By Jot Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI —The last season
opener al Cinergy Field ended
with a joyous huddle by the home
team.
Aaron Boone hit a bases-loaded
sacrifice fly in the bottom of the
ninth inning yesterday, giving the
Cincinnati Reds a 5-4 victory over
the Chicago Cubs and a pulsating
start to their last season at the former Riverfront Stadium.
A 32-year-old ballpark that has
been the setting for so many historic moments — Hank Aaron
tying Babe Ruth, Pete Rose smacking hit 4, 192—got a dramatic start
on its last go-round.
Right fielder luan Encamacion
misjudged a fly ball, helping the
Cubs rally for two runs to tie it in
the eighth. The crowd of 41.913
and the hard-hatted construction
workers building the new ballpark
were hugging when the home
team pulled it out in the ninth.
Jeff Fassero, who has such good
control that he hit only two batters
in the last two seasons, plunked
three in only 1 2-3 innings to help
the Reds pull it out

372-6977
•mf\y *.c|« aJvriof ttteomtft dually individual ■* gn>uf> >*n
tl« I—- Of RM Ml. .i-inr. ."■<.! I'll,--"
MOnfUl nrijin. WlUSl onrnoii.m diuhtlity. VJ
lut u a vrif run. ■« un oV hasit of any other tc|aJ
ly pn*Ei-tcd uw

The left-hander walked Barry
Larkin with one out in the ninth,
gave up a single to Ken Griffey Jr.,
then hit Sean Casey in the helmet,
loading the bases. Boone followed
with a fly to Sammy Sosa in medium right field, but catcher Robert
Machado couldn't come up with
the one-hop throw as Larkin
scored and the celebration began.
Danny Graves got the win after
blowing a save by giving up two
unearned runs in the eighth, when
Encamacion
misplayed
Machado's fly for a two-base error
that started a Cubs comeback.
It was the type of game the Reds
almost always lost at Cinergy last
season, when they set a franchise
record by losing 54 home games.
That was part of the fifth 96-loss
season in the team's 133-year history.
Fans got their first up-close look
at the skeleton of the Reds' next
home looming a few feet beyond
the left-field wall. The Reds intend
to move into Great American Ball
Park for 2003.
As the crowd streamed in on a
sunny. 57-degree afternoon, the
rattle of riveters and the hiss of

welders assembling light towers at
the new ballpark drowned out the
sounds of barring practice.
One worker sat on a barrel and
wore a baseball glove on his left
hand, ready in case anyone hit a
long homer to left. No one came
close.
Flashbulbs went off in the
stands when Joey Hamilton threw
the first pitch — a called strike to
Delino DeShields.
Hamilton, who fidgeted nervously while warming up for his
second career opening day start,
gave up seven hits, walked five and
threw two wild pitches in five
innings, but left the game with a 32 lead because the Cubs couldn't
take advantage of his control problems.
Second baseman Todd Walker,
who was hit on the side of the face
during batting practice Sunday,
doubled twice and hit a tiebreaking solo homer for a 3-2 lead in the
fifth off Jon Lieber.
Lieber beat the Reds five times
in six starts last season, including a
78-pitch, 1 -hit victory last May
24. He needed 78 pitches to get
through five innings yesterday.

Services Offered

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Freddie/Frieda Applications
ONLY 3 More Days!!!
Due April 5 - 301 Union

Female rmte for 2002-03 school yr.
$206/mo * util. own room.
Columbia Courts 214-3610.

DiBenedetto's is now hiring summer
help; prep and delivery personnel.
1432 E. Wooster. Apply 2-5 daily.

Computer clerks needed. Must know
Windows Will train Great opportunity. Call Human Resources
between 9 and 5 at 877-778-3770.

Personals

Free to a good home
puppy name Snoop. If interested.
please call 354-7426.

TV BG Nr»> *.l
tiwnvnh itu- >l <

TV BG Nc»i mrr%c» ihr nFhi IB devl.n*. ditcmOnur <i rtvi* in* advniiicmcnt <u>h a*
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ha MI. iiM.kadin> or IOIK in luiurr All advefjhfrti «• editing and approval

Campus Events

Seeking Men Softball Playari
Tryouts - 4/14, 4/21 & 4/28. 4:30pm
,to 7:30pm between 175 and the
BGSU Football Stadium {on the
grass) in Bowling Green. OH. (Regardless of weather conditions)
Questions: Call Bob Miller at 419474-1733.
Study Abroad
Pre-departure Orientation
If you are studying abroad during
summer 2002, fall 2002 and/or the
entire academic year, please come
to one of these orientation sessions
from 3:00-5:00 p.m in 1103 Ofienhauer West: Wednesday, April 3 or
Tuesday. April 9
Call 372-0479 with questions.

Aon AX Aon AX Aon AX Aon AX
Come and make a big splash at
AOn and AX's Dip N Dunk a Inn
game of 3 on 3 intertube basketball
on April 6, 2002 trom 2-5pm at
Cooper Pool at the Rec Any questions call Kristin 214-5038. Packets
may be picked up at the AOfl house
or at the front desk of residence
halls Open to all campus.

Aon AX Aon AX Aon AX Aon AX
Elder Beer man
Clintque make-up
Brand names, great sales!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Freddie/Frieda Applications
Apply in 301 Union
Due Fri. April 5 — 5pm

Fall 2002 Practicum Opportunities in
the Intramural Office tor Recreation
and Sports Management Majors.
Applications available in 130 Perry
Field House or on the web and are
due April 10. Interviews will be held
April 15-16.

Interested in learning to FENCE?
The BGFC meets every Mon..
6:30pm and Wed.. 7pm for
instruction, recreation, or competitive fencing in 221 Eppler North.
Equipment provided!
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
COREC 3 PITCH SOFTBALL APRIL 2

Associated Press Photo

NINTH INNING HERO: Cincinnati's Aaron Boone is hugged by teammate Sean Casey after Boone
drove in the winning run with a sacrifice fly in the bottom of the ninth inning against the Chicago
Cubs, yesterday in Cincinnati. The Reds won 5-4.

1 Female Subleaser needed
5/13-8/13A)2. 3 bedroom house.
$210/mo. includes all utilities.
Call 419-373-1867 lor more info

4 M-F subJeasers needed lor this
summer. 3 bdrm in lg. house w/2 full
baths. AC, washer/dryer incl.
419-352-5228

Maurices
Need a quick, tun outfit?
Find all your fashions at
great prices!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Help Wanted

$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.

Unlimited tanning through linals$40 1 month unlimited - $30
Campus Tanning. 352-7889.
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser com three hour
fundraismg event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (88S) 923-3238 or visit.
www.cafnpugfundraiser.com.

Interested in local BG music?
Check out hBe^/bflrowLclsnicorn

Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250
per day. No exp. necessary.
Call (866)291-1884 ext. 423.
Mr: Spots is now hiring tor full and
part time grill positions. Apply in
person Monday - Friday 2pm-7pm.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer. (888)844-8080 apply at
wvm.campced.ar.con)

Attention Camp Counselors!!!
Camp Big Silver, a co-ed residential
summer camp is looking for self-motivated, hard-working, tun-loving,
and caring men and women (18*) to
serve as camp counselors. Located
in Pinckney, Ml (Ann Arbor). For
more information visit our website at
http://members.cac.net/campbigsilver or call 734-878-6628.
Lawn maintenance. Part and full
time lor spring and summer.
Call 419-352-5822.
ing into this area, Independent reps,
needed, Excellent cay, Few positions available. Training provided
Code 846. 1-800-896-7164.
KITCHEN ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human service needs of the disadvantage. Is seeking a qualified
individual responsible for the
preparation and packaging of
meals, washing dishes, and substituting for other kitchen staff as
needed at the Bowling Green
Center, HS diploma or GED and
prior food service experience required. Year round, average 20
hrs. per week position. $7.95 per
hour, plus fringe benefits.
Send resume to WSOS CAC,
Attn: HR-KA/BG/CW. P.O. Box
590, Fremont, OH 43420. E.O.E.

Pro shop and bag room staff needed
at Heather Downs Country Club.
Flexible hrs. and great work
environment Please call 419-3850248. Ask for Chris or John.
SECURITY
Pinkerton/Burns Security, a Securitas Company, is seeking part-time
Security Officers for the Bowling
Green. Pemberville and Fostoria
areas. HS Diploma/GED required.
No experience necessary. II you are
18 years ol age or older and drug
tree with no telony convictions then
apply at the Ohio Depart, ol Jobs &

Family Services office 400 E. Poe
Rd.. Bowling Green. Or Monday Fnday from 9a.m.-3p.m. at the
Westgate Building, 3450 W. Central
Ave Suite 254 Toledo, OH 43606 or
by calling (800) 382-9132.
EOE AA M/F/D/V
SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for either slow or fast pitch
Softball in BG. Earn $15-35 per
game. Contact Jim@354-4159 or
treeger@wcnet.org.

mmimis
Large Houses
Still Available

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown B.G • 353-1361
.-. d.-wcl cpm

Snow Big Fat
Dogs
Liar
PG
PG

12:00 3:30

1:50

The Count
of
Waking
AAonteOisto
PG13

5:20 9:30

Life

Large House
Next to Campus - $400 a
month discount on rent!
Security Deposit reduced
50%! New carpet over
summer, furniture, large
porch. 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 floors

Special
only

$2.50

IHC

3 Properties to choose from:

from 6:30sro - TIJTO
\\
2 eggs.
I I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
'2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
coffee

ninemaking.
Homebrew Supplies.
& Cigars
blackswampl

R

7:40

1021 S. Mam SI • 352-0123

709 FIFTH STREET
Large two bedroom
2 bath apartments. Each
includes dishwasher &
air conditioner.
Unfurnished.
Large parking lot.

NEWIWE
www. newloverealty. com

lleggenki-om

22S N. Main M
Bowling liran. Ohio 43402
15.1-7126

•414 Summit St. 2 bedroom house w/ GARAGE!
•418 lower Summit St. 2 bedroom Apt
•418 Upper Summit St, 2 bedroom Apt

1Os
\$r?..

S825
S735
S650

Great Amenities
• An I lllirlninlllllll

.\\..-h, i '! n-i. i in . i

\|

•
•
•
•

321 E. Merry A - reduced $400
211 E. Reed A/B reduced $200
211 E Reed C reduced $100
2 bdrm Apts. as low as
$415 per month
• Studio Apts. $395 mo/
all utilities included
• Summer Leases Available
as low as $290/mo.
Listing Available 24 hrs.
Office 316 E. Merry «3

130 E. Washington St. 354 6036 10:00-4:00

Call 353-0325 9am-9nrq

ADVANTAGE
Special Incentives for BGSU seniors graduating August 2002
Get a $300 tuition rebate — *lf you began as a freshman af BGSUg
in Fall 1998 or later and graduate Summer 2002. you may qualify. I
Save $200 on residence rooms — with summer housing grants
Apply by April 25, 2002

Rentals
352-5620
332 S. Main (our only office)

■■

Graduate "s/utfm/

n

—_ —^ .

RC*J

}I

■ owMftg Or«»n Sfata University

'■%

Get paid for graduating in four years!
For m fe

°

information on the BiG Summer Advantages 2002

Call 372.9141 today!

E 7025O1QM
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W.Virginia looks
to Dakich for job
IHE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

MORGANTOWN. W.Va. West Virginia has received permission lo speak wiih Bowling
Green coach Dan Dakich about
its vacant basketball coaching
position, a Falcons spokesman
said yesterday.
J.D. Campbell, Bowling Green
athletics spokesman, said the
school does not refuse any
requests to talk to its head
coaches about job openings.
However, it was not immediately known whether the fifthyear coach had interviewed
with West Virginia athletic director Ed Pastilong, who was
attending the Final Four in
Atlanta.
Brian Messerly, West Virginia
athletics spokesman, said he
has not spoken recently with
Pastilong, who is due back on
campus today.
Bowling Green went 24-9 this
season and earned its second
National Invitation Tournament
berth in three years. Dakich has
an 89-57 overall record at the
school. He was a former player
and assistant coach at Indiana.
West Virginia is looking to
replace Gale Catlett. who retired
Feb 14 after 24 seasons.
One by one, coaches have
lined up to talk with Pastilong,
only to remove themselves from
consideration soon after.

Chris Schooler BG News
MAN ON A MISSION: BG head coach Dan Dakich will speak to
West Virginia about its vacant basketball coaching position.

Cincinnati's Bob lluggins
turned down the Mountaineers
on March 25. Then, Kent States
Stan
Heath
came
to
Morgantown on March 27, only
to take the Arkansas coaching
job the next day.
Tennessee Tech's Jeff Lebo
removed his name Saturday, a
day after meeting with Pasrilong
at the Final four, and Southern
Illinois coach Bruce Weber said
yesterday he was no longer a

candidate. Both coaches took
their teams to postseason tournaments this year.
Several assistant coaches
have met with Pastilong about
the job, including North
Carolina's Doug Wojcik — a
Wheeling native — and
Georgetown's
Ronny
Thompson. But Pastilong has
said he would prefer to hire
someone with head coaching
experience.

WWW.B6NEWS.COM

Falcons struggle with Eagles
BASEBALL FROM PAGE 8

Nick Elrod all drove in runs during the stretch, which sent 17 BG
batters to the plate
"It was good to see our bats
come alive in that game,"
Schmitz said. "We need to hit a
little more consistently, however,
as the guys didn't really come out
strong in Sunday's second game.
We need to learn to go for the
jugular a little bit when we have
somebody on the ropes like we
did after beating up on them
pretty badly Sunday."
"We need more and more people to start stepping up," junior
infielder Corey Loomis said. "We
need to guys to get big hits and
pitchers to throw some big strikes
for us. Some guys are starting to

come around, like Lenny and
Nate, and we'll definitely need
more of that."
Saneholtz did walk six but only
gave up those three third-inning
runs for the win. Brad Henry
pitched a scoreless seventh for
BG.
Eastern won the series with a
Sunday night win, however, as
BG let another big inning dominate the game. EMU starter
Anthony Tomey, after a shaky first
inning, retired nine straight, and
the bottom of the second proved
to be the difference in the ball
game. Greg Anglin hit the Eagles'
second grand slam of the series,
this time off Burke Badenhop,
which helped Eastern to a 6-0
advantage. Five of Badenhop's six
runs were unearned.
A Kelly Hunt groundout scored

Daniels finds big
success in NBA
The Spurs were the NBAs
honest team last month, and
they were recently winners of
13 in a row. Even though they
share a conference with powerhouses like LA., Sacramento
and Dallas, the Spurs may be in
great shape to make Daniels
the first-ever multiple title winner to come out of BG..
Or maybe Daniels makes the
Spurs champions. You never
know.

DANIELS, FROM PAGE 8

Through 73 games, he has
averaged 9.3 points per game in
a career-high 27 minutes per
game. I le has scored 680 points
this season through the Mar. 31
game against the Lakers. His
scoring average projected out
over the final nine regular season games would give him a
career-high 763 points scored
this season.

ONE STOP FOR AU YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!

catcher Tim Newell, and back-toback singles put two on for Ellas,
who hit his first home run of the
season to draw the Falcons within five at 9-4. That was all Tomey
would allow, pitching the nineinning complete game.
The series pushed Eastern to
10-15 and started its conference
slate at 3-1 while BG fell (o 7-13
and 1-3 in MAC play BG now
readies for its home opener after
a two-week postponement. The
Falcons will host Detroit-Mercy
today and Cleveland State tomorrow
in
non-conference
matchups.
"It's been frustrating to be looking forward to games and get a
call that is has been canceled,"
Loomis said. "A lot of guys are
looking forward to this week's
games at home."

Daniels gear
sold for fun
and the Spurs
CLOTHING, FROM PAGE 8

memorabilia, including an autographed basketball for $ 199.95
and autographed Spurs jersey for
$299.95.
"The gear is not really anything
about making money," Daniels
said. "It something to do for fun
and support the team."

VARSITY LANES

Leases avalable for 2002-2003

$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Get out of the April Showers
& into a new Apartment

Who:

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.

2 Bedroom Apartments Close to Campus
Prices Available (or Groups of 2 or 3

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

•320 ELM: 2 bdrm furnished apts.

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER.
$520.00 FOR 12 MONTH LEASE OR
$620.00 FOR 9 MONTH LEASE.

•520 E. REED: 2 bdrm furnished apts
FREE WATER & SEWER. $520.00 FOR
12 MONTH LEASE OR $620.00 FOR 9
MONTH LEASE.

resMcnu recent a Mmoersmp
to ChonywoM BeaWi Spas

What:

Price:

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
v
& large pop
Only $5.00
per person
.
& drink specials '

Indoor heaM swimming UBoLstuiw.HydraSpi Wtibtpool, compMt
exercise equipment, complete locker room A shower heiWes

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 S. Main
352-5(S20

TST

www.newlover'ealty.com

530 Maple • 352-9378
■on-fri. 8-12,1.4:30

FALL 2002 LEASING
Come sign up today! UNITS GOING FAST!
GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Apartments

■Call For

Action:

Editors Wanted!!

(308, 314, 318, 324, 326,328 & 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)

•2 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposals
•Rent from $775.00/mo.

Applications now being accepted for the following positions:

Heinz Apartments

50

(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 & 451 Frazee Ave.)
•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves
•Rent from $875.00/mo.

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Road)
•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, dishwashers, microwaves,
garbage disposals
•Rent from $775.00/mo.

u

Burrwood Subdivision
(1453, 1459, 1467, 1468 Brookwood Dr.)

•3 & 4 Bedroom
•Furnished and Unfurnished
•1 and 2 car Garages
•Rent from $1350.00/mo.
Stop by the office for our current listings of available units!
I lours:

\h>:i-1 ri l)«im-5pm
Saturday 4am-lpm

Greenbriar, Inc.
332-0717
44=; I Wooster
Bowling,Green, Ol I 43402

GREEITBRIAR. WC

t . o n g /1 *- g b r e r

I

•Summer 2002 BG News Editor
•Fall 2002 BG News Editor
•2002-2003 Gavel Editor
•2002-2003 Key Yearbook Editor
•2002-2003 Miscellany Editor
•2002-2003 Obsidian Editor
Application forms
may be picked up at
204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday,
April 19 at 4 p.m.
student. PUBLICATIONS

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Boone's sacrifice fly
lifts Reds past Cubs
By Joe by
THC ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI —The last season
opener at Cinergy Field ended
with a joyous huddle by the home
team.
Aaron Boone hit a bases-loaded
sacrifice fly in the bottom of the
ninth inning yesterday, giving the
Cincinnati Reds a 5-4 victory over
the Chicago Cubs and a pulsating
start to their last season at the former Riverfront Stadium.
A 32-year-old ballpark that has
been the setting for so many historic moments — Hank Aaron
tying Babe Ruth, Pete Rose smacking hit 4,192—got a dramatic start
on its last go-round.
Right fielder luan Encamacion
misjudged a fly ball, helping the
Cubs rally for two runs to tie it in
the eighth. The crowd of 41,913
and the hard-hatted construction
workers building the new ballpark
were hugging when the home
team pulled it out in the ninth.
Jeff Fassero, who has such good
control that he hit only two batters
in the last two seasons, plunked
three in only 12-3 innings to help
the Reds pull it out

Ads

372-6977

The left-hander walked Barry
LarWn with one out in the ninth,
gave up a single to Ken Griffey Ir,
then hit Sean Casey in the helmet,
loading the bases. Boone followed
with a fly to Sammy Sosa in medium right field, but catcher Robert
Machado couldn't come up with
the one-hop throw as Larkin
scored and the celebration began.
Danny Graves got the win after
blowing a save by giving up two
unearned runs in the eighth, when
Encamacion
misplayed
Machado's fly for a two-base error
that started a Cubs comeback
It was the type of game the Reds
almost always lost at Cinergy last
season, when they set a franchise
record by losing 54 home games.
That was part of the fifth 96-loss
season in the team's 133-year history.
Fans got their first up-close look
at the skeleton of the Reds' next
home looming a few feet beyond
the left-field wall The Reds intend
to move into Great American Ball
Park for 2003.
As the crowd streamed in on a
sunny, 57-degree afternoon, the
rattle of riveters and the hiss of

welders assembling light towers at
the new ballpark drowned out the
sounds of barring practice.
One worker sat on a barrel and
wore a baseball glove on his left
hand, ready in case anyone hit a
long homer to left. No one came
close.
Flashbulbs went off in the
stands when Joey Hamilton threw
the first pitch — a called strike to
Delino DeShields.
Hamilton, who fidgeted nervously while warming up for his
second career opening day start,
gave up seven hits, walked five and
threw two wild pitches in five
innings, but left the game with a 32 lead because the Cubs couldn't
take advantage of his control problems.
Second baseman Todd Walker,
who was hit on the side of the face
during batting practice Sunday,
doubled twice and hit a tjebreaking solo homer for a 3-2 lead in the
fifth off Jon Lieber.
Lieber beat the Reds five times
in six starts last season, including a
78-pitch, 1-hit victory last May
24. He needed 78 pitches to get
through five innings yesterday.

Services Offered

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Freddie/Frieda Applications
ONLY 3 More Days!!!
Due April 5 - 301 Union

Female mite for 2002-03 school yr.
$206/mo + mil. own room.
Columbia Courts 214-3610

DiBenedetto's is now hiring summer
help; prep and delivery personnel.
1432 E. Wcoster Apply 2-5 daily.

Personals

Free to a good home
puppy name Snoop. If interested.
please call 354-7426.

Computer clerks needed. Must know
Windows. Will train Great opportunity. Call Human Resources
between 9 and 5 at 877-778-3770.
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Come and make a big splash at
AOn and AX's Dip N Dunk a tun
game ot 3 on 3 intertube basketball
on April 6, 2002 trom 2-5pm at
Cooper Pool at the Rec. Any questions call Kristin 214-5038. Packets
may be picked up at the AOII house
or at the iront desk ot residence
halls Open to all campus
AOTI AX AOII AX AOII AX AOII AX

Campus Events

j

Seeking Men Softball Players
Tryouts - 4/14, 4/21 & 4/28, 4 30pm
<yo 7:30pm between I75 and the
;BGSU Football Stadium (on the
.-grass) in Bowling Green, OH. (Re■ gardless ot weather conditions).
• Questions: Call Bob Miller at 419,474-1733.
Study Abroad
Pre-departure Orientation
If you are studying abroad during
.-. summer 2002. (all 2002 and/or the
". entire academic year, please come
! to one ot these orientation sessions
• from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in 1103 Offeni hauer West: Wednesday, April 3 or
Tuesday, April 9.
Call 372-0479 with questions

Elder Beerman
Clinique make-up
Brand names, great sales!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Freddie/Frieda Applications
Apply in 301 Union
Due Fri. April 5 — 5pm

Fall 2002 Practicum Opportunities in
the Intramural Office for Recreation
and Sports Management Majors.
Applications available in 130 Perry
Field House or on the web and are
due April 10. Interviews will be held
April 15-16.

Associated Press Photo

NINTH INNING HERO: Cincinnati's Aaron Boone is hugged by teammate Sean Casey after Boone
drove in the winning run with a sacrifice fly in the bottom of the ninth inning against the Chicago
Cubs, yesterday in Cincinnati. The Reds won 54.

1 Female Subleaser needed
5/13-8/13/02. 3 bedroom house.
$210/mo. includes all utilities.
Call 419-373-1867 for more info.

Interested in learning to FENCE?
The BGFC meets every Mon.,
6:30pm and Wed.. 7pm for
instruction, recreation, or competitive fencing in 221 €ppler North.
Equipment provided!

4 M-F subleasers needed for this
summer. 3 bdrm in Ig. house w/2 full
baths. AC, washer/dryer kid.
419-352-5228

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALL APRIL 2
Maurices
Need a quick, fun outfit?
Find all your fashions at
great prices!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Help Wanted

$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293 3985 ext 541.

Unlimited tanning through finals$40.1 month unlimited - $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889.
FratamlUa* • Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campustundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications Fundraising
dates are fiiling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238 or visit
www campuBtundra|ni)T mm

Interested in local BG music?
Check out http;//bg,muticlant.com

Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250
per day. No exp. necessary.
Call (866)291-1884 ext. 423.
Mr: Spots is now hiring for full and
part time grill positions. Apply in
person Monday - Friday 2pm-7pm.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at

Attention Camp Counselors'!!
Camp Big Silver, a co-ed residential
summer camp is looking for serf-motivated, hard-working, fun-loving,
and caring men and women (18+) to
serve as camp counselors. Located
in Pinckney. Ml (Ann Arbor). For
more information visit our website at
http://members.cac.net/campbigsil.
ver or call 734-878-6628

Pro shop and bag room staff needed
at Heather Downs Country Club.
Flexible hrs. and great work
environment Please call 419-3850248 Ask for Chris or John.
SECURITY
Pinkerton/Burns Security, a Secuntas Company, is seeking part-time
Security Officers for the Bowling
Green, Pemberville and Fostoria
areas. HS Diploma/GED required.
No experience necessary. It you are
18 years ot age or older and drug
tree with no felony convictions then
apply at the Ohio Depart. olJobs &
Family Services office 400 E. Poe
Rd.. Bowling Green. Or Monday Friday from 9a.m.-3p.m. at the
Westgate Building, 3450 W. Central
Ave Suite 254 Toledo, OH 43606 or
by calling (800) 382-9132.
EOE AA M/F/D/V

Lawn maintenance. Part and full
time for spring and summer.
Call 419-352-5822

Comrnunicationa company expanding into this area, Independent reps.
needed Excellent pay. Few positrons availacle, Training provided,
Code 846,1-8Q0-a86-7l6A
KITCHEN ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human service needs of the disadvantaged, la seeking a qualified
individual responsible for the
preparation and packaging of
meals, washing dishes, and substituting for other kitchen staff as
needed at the Bowling Green
Center, HS diploma or GED and
prior food service experience required. Year round, average 20
hrs. per week position. $7.95 per
hour, plus fringe benefits.
Send resume to WSOS CAC,
Attn: HR-KA/BG/CW. P.O. Box
590, Fremont. OH 43420. E.O.E.

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for either slow or fast pitch
Softball in BG. Earn $15-35 per
game Contact Jim@354-4159 or
treeger@wcnet.org.

•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•I

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG • 353-t361
www cln-zel cp*n

Snow Big Fat
Dogs
Liar
PG

12:00 3:30

"The Count
of
AAonteChsto
PG13

5:20 9:30

PG

1:50

Waking
Life

flftS—'1

mmimm
Large Houses
Still Available
Large House

breakfast
Special

Next to Campus - $400 a
month discount on rent I
Security Deposit reduced
50%! New carpet over
summer, furniture, large
porch. 4 large bedroom s^baths^2floors^

only

$2.50

•
•
•
•

321 E. Merry A reduced $400
211 E. Reed A/B reduced $200
211 E Reed C reduced $100
2 bdrm Apts. as low as
$415 per month
• Studio Apts. $395 mo/
all utilities included
»Summer Leases Available
as low as $29(Vmo.
Listing Available 24 hrs.

from 6:30»ro - Tlsro
2 eggs,
2 bacon or 2 sausages,
'2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
coffee

R

7:40

l,i() K. Wiishiimuiii SI. 354-6036

10:00-4:00

1021 S Main SI .352.0123

709 FIFTH STREET
Large two bedroom
2 bath apartments. Each
includes dishwasher &
air conditioner.
Unfurnished.
Large parking lot.

NEWIPVE
352-5620
332 S. Main (our only office)
www. newloverealty. com

f£v
\£=f,

Office 316 E. Merry »3
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

ADVANTAGE
Special Incentives for BGSU seniors graduating August 2002

I I

Get a $300 tuition rebate — *lf you began as a freshman at BGSU]
in Fall 1998 or later and graduate Summer 2002, you may qualify.
Save $200 on residence rooms — with summer housing grants.
Apply by April 25, 2002

Rentals

>

-^ —,. .

Kt^ ^SI
^*

■owUng OrMfi »t.t. University

Get paid for graduating in tour years!

For more Information on the BIG Summer Aa\ antag* In 2002
Call 372.9141 todayl
*
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Lot* 10, 20. 40 Ibt.
Doctor Recommended -100"/*
Guaranteed. EPHEDRA FREE.
Call toll tree 1-88S-202-9740
Local Mortgage Company looking
lor very energetic & highly motivated
individuals. Must have friendly
phone voice, experience with Word.
Publisher, Print Shop Willingness to
go over & above what is expected
Team attitude a must. Starting immed w/potential full time avail as
company grows II you leel you may
posses these skills please (ax
resume to 419-3530829 or e-mail
klimesOlimesfinanciaKunding.com
Spring & summer Jobs available. Full
& Part time servers, snack bar,
grounds, dishwashers & caddies.
Caddy sign-up April 13-14. 1pm at
the golf shop. Flexible hours, free
golf in season, green compensation,
experience helpful but not necessary Please apply at Toledo Country
Club 3949 River Rd or fax 419-3894577
Summer money Have fun in Ihe sun
& earn between S3000S5000 hiring
housepainters/loremen. Call (888)
277-9787 or collegepro com
Summer nanny to care for two girts
(8 & 10) in our BG home: take to
lessons, swimming, etc. 30-34 hrs.
a week Must be good with kids
and have own reliable transpo.
Call 419-352-1956 after 5:30 p m.
Work ft Vacation This Summer
Earn $1,000 $3,000 weekly
and vacation for FREE!
Vegas. Hawaii, Bahamas
1 -888-479-0470 24 hr message
Zla's Italian Cooking We are currently hiring energetic and motivated
people who are looking to work in a
fun environment We're looking for
both kitchen and dining room personnel. Please apply in person
M-F. 2-4 p.m. at 20 Main St
Downtown Toledo (The Docksl

For Sale
Full size pillow top mattress. New in
plastic. Retail S599 Sell $179.
Can deliver. Call 419-392-7465
Queen pillow top mattress set.
New in plastic. Full warranty. Retail
$799. Sell $199. Can deliver.
Call 419-392-7465.

"Apts & rms avail.. 1. 2, & 3 bdrm
Quiet area lor collegiate study, new
carpet, indrv. lease offered Located
300 block E. Merry. Rent Reduced
listing loc 24-7 9 316 E. Merry »3,
419-353-0325. 10am-7pm..

3 bedroom duplex
with off street parking
311 N Church St
! 795 plus utilities
Call 419-373-0661

1,243 Bedroom Apartments
9& 12 month leases
352-7454
12 mo leases starting 5/18/02
404 1/2 E Court-Effic -S335.mtil.
415 E. Court *C-2 Br-S500 -util
426 1/2 S Summit-Etfic -S265.*elec
609 5th-3 Br home-S915 *util.
12 mo. leases starting 8/20/02
230 N. Enterprise *C-1 Br-S365-Hitil
415 E. Court #A-1 Br-S340.*util
424 S. Summit-1 1/2 Br-$440 -aitil.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710.
132 & 138 E. Court St.
Across from Mr. Spots/Downtown. 1
bdrm apts, balcony, newly remodeled. Free heat and water S4259 mo lease, S400-12 mo lease.
Avail. 6/1/02 and 8/1/02.
Tom 419-352-6224
2 bdrm furn. or unfurnished apts
724 6th St 705 7th St. $460/mo - 1
yr. lease S525/mo - school yr.
lease Call 354-0914
2 bedroom duplex
with off street parking
309 N Church St.
S550 plus utilities

234 S College 2 bdrm house. Lg.
living rm. and yard. One block from
campus. Ideal for 2-4 people
$650/mo. 419-868-1587

2002-03. 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor, 800 Third St Free heat, water, «- sewer. 1 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.
222 S College. Lg. 2 bdrm house.
1 block from campus. Free heat and
water. Perfect for 3-4 people
$725/mo. 419-868-1587
230 S College Lg. 2 bdrm house
w/yard. One block from campus
W/D hookup. Perfect for 3-4 people.
$725/mo. 419-868-1587.
" Large house next to campus
Rent reduced $300 mo., sec. dep.
reduced 50%. New carpet over
summer, furn., lg. porch. 4 lg.
bdrms., 2 baths, 2 floors. Call 419353-0325. 10am-7pm.
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534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2
Baths. AC. Avail. May 25. S825/mo.
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2.
Baths.AC Avail May 25 $825/mo.
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex
Avail. May 30. $700/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail.
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House Avail
May2l.$675/mo.
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail Aug. 1
S550/mo.
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
354-4426 or (419)352-2330.

606 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm lower duplex. Across st. from campus. Lg.
living & bdrm. $850/mo.
419-868-1587.

2 Subleasers needed
Furnished. 2 bed, 1 bath
Anne 352-6322.

•
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437 N Enterprise
2 BDRM-avail. 5/15/02. S600/mo.
353-7547.

606 1/2 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm upper
duplex. Across st from campus.
Ideal for 2-4 people. $700/mo.
419-868-1587.

Call 419-373-0661

■'

818 & 822 Second St.
2 BR apts, balcony/patio, AC,
laundry $490.00 + gas & elec,
12 mo. lease. Steve Smith
419-352-8917 or 419- 308- 2710
House dose to campus. 239 Manville. 3bdrm, 1 bath May lease.
S700/mo. + utilities. Call 352-9392
HQUSEFOR^RENI
955 N. Main, 3 BDRM home avail.
6-1-02, very clean, A/C.
$850.00/mo. 353-7547.
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ACROSS
1 Western state (abbr.)
4 Musical note
8 Wonder
11 Unconscious
12 Dry
13 Recreational vehicle
14 Morning (Latin, abbr.)
15 Ban
17 Sea robber
19 Novel
21 Doze
23 Carry
24 Stalk
26 Spread grass to dry
28 Nude
30 Flap
32 Cat sound
34 Regular (abbr)
35 Sullivan
37 Restore
40 Complete
41 Relative (abbr.)

Upstairs at:

Roommate wanted, new Campbell
Hill condo. Fall & Spring. M-F, neat
8. easy going, own room, furnished.
Call 214-6757
Would you like to live downtown this
summer? 1 bdrm. apt. located
downtown. Avail. May 15 through
Aug. 15. Free util. Air cond. Price of
rent negotiable. 419-353-0887

•J
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43 Beetle
44 Lion's home
46 Get an A on a paper
48 Sesame plant
50 High wind
S3
55 Black street substance
57 Each
58 Sheriff
60 Number
62 Move
63 A Gershwin
64 Short skirt (slang)
66 Woe is me!
68 Turkish title
69 Dash
70 Girl (slang)

1 Star with a tail
2 Americium symbol
3 Chemist's workroom
4 Playing cards
5 Either
22 Take away points
6 Sharp bite
25 Damage
7 Blue pencil
27 Morning moisture
8 Archetype
29 Sell
9 Moisturized
31 Cot
10 Direction (abbr
33 Compressed ball
11 Tins
35 Age
16 Article
36 Say
18 Steal
38 Negative
20 Moist
39 Appendage
42 Give room
45 Doze
47 Beaver construction
49 Old language
51 Within the law
52 God o( love (Gr)
54 Appellation
56 Concerning
58 Liberty (abbr)
59 None
61 Annoy
65 Prosecutor (abbr)
67 Southern state (abbr)

A N SW E R S

Open Mic Night
18 & Over No Cover Charge

9:00-10:30
5$ Cover

,^^
HamsOKi

Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

~*™

SUMMER HEIP

104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

HwnHWulrn

Great Job Opportunities
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

NOW HIRING FOR FALL 2002 SEMESTER

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

BG NEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS

1-800-899-8070

WE are currently seeking Graphic
Design/VCT majors interested in filling
any of the following:
Computer Production Positions
J
• Co-op Position Bam - 5pm, Mon thru Fri
• Part-time Positions (scheduled around classes)
• Night Shift 8:30pm - 12:30am, Sun thru Thurs

Located just minutes from Campus!

Qualifications

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!

• Software experience in:
QuarkXPress, Photoshop,
and Illustrator for Mae.

* Need good attitude in
handling deadlines and
pressure-oriented situations.

• Understanding of: design;
type styles & usage; importing graphics & photos; and
scanning techniques.

i Must have an eye for detail
and the ability to proofread
carefully.

If interested. Call 372-2494
between the hours off 3 pm 8k 12 Midnight.

II

Hiring Students Pan Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

Lexington. KY
Uma/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland
Canton/Erie
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfield/Ashland

1.800-933-3575
1 -800-894-0529
1 -800-674-0880
I -800-288-4040
I-800-894 0529

Dayloa Springfield
Detroit
Pittsbuigh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283.5511
1-734-955-9094
1800 3552732
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

Wo Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NOW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP.

www.homecityice.com

with our l
Specialty Espresso
Beveraees

(■JAVA /UPREMfc
134 E. Court St.
Bowling Green

354-3188
GRADUATE

APARTMENTS
JEFFERSON HOUSE

601 3rd Street
I BDRM FURNISHED
AVAILABLE AUGUST
S365-S375/month
Ask about our oilier locations

Call 352 3445

lidhland
Management
Apartments Designed for
drad (Students!
Only a few left!
• Well Maintained & Spacious
• (lonvient Laundry Facilitiei

• One ♦ Two Bedrooms
• Ample Parking

• Quid!
Several options to choose from:
Jay-Mar-

The HiehlandsThe Homestead-

♦ Resort-stylo Pool & Jacuzzi ♦

At Sterling you will MOT
get stuck with your roommates bills! Leases are
signed by the bedroom!
If you need, we will help
match you with a roommate.
SUH® is a trademark of SUH®, Inc.

STMIlSiVrMiY

: (419) 353-5100
WWW.SUHEMCLAVE.COM
706 NAPOLEON ROAD
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

Additional Sites:
• Liberty St tc Summit Mill

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 E. Washington

9:00 - 4:00

m

